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Dear Monterey Peninsula Water Management District, 

We would like to thank you for your help in restoring the water to Rosie's Garden in Carmel Valley. 

This Garden has become many things to different people. It is a welcome Garden to many, to some it is a . 

hand on garden experience. To some it is a much improvement to an area that was used to dump 

unwanted things. The Carmel Valley Garden Associate adopted the Garden to also have hands on work 

experience for their members of a deer resistant - Drought resistant -low maintenance garden. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this ongoing project. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Elkins, Robles del Rio Neighborhood 

Dianne Serena Woods, President 

Carmel Valley Garden Association 

RECEIVED 
NOV 262012 

MPW~JlD 
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Arlene Tavani 

From: . 
;Sent: 
To: 

Dave Stoldt 
Monday; November 19, 201 ~11 :34 AM 
Henrietta Stern; Arlene T avani .. 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Sierra Club opposition to water permit for September Ranch 
Comment Letter Part 1.pdf 

From: Rita Dalessio [mailto:puffin46@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 19,201211:32 AM 
To: district5@co.monterey.ca.us 
Cc: Dave Stoldt; Rita Dalessio;-Larry Silver 
Subject: Sierra Club opposition to water permit for September Ranch 

Dear Chairman Dave Potter and members of the Board of Directors, 

RECEIVED 
. NOV 192012 

MPWMD"·· 

.. RE: Consider Application to Create September Ranch Water Distribution System; September Ranch Partners LLC, 
Applicant; MPWMD AppliCation #20110316SEP; APN 015-071-010 and -012; 015-361-013 and -014; Carmel Valley 

3 

The Sierra Club Ventana Chapter has been following proposed development of the property known as 
September Ranch for over 13 years. In the matter on the Agenda tonight listed as item 8, we respectfiIlly request 
that you deny the water distribution system permit for September Ranch. It is our view that the Draft 
Recirculated EIR (DREIR) from 2009 did not disclose or use accurate water use figures for comparable lots in 
comparable subdivisions because accurate numbers would show that the estimated water demand is too high. A 
serious omission is the DREIR's failure to use the MPWMD water permit figures. The more accurate water 
demand numbers would show that the Septembers Ranch's potential water use and therefore its water impacts 
are higher than estimated. 

Attached is Part 1 of 3 files containing a single correspondence sent by our attorney Michael Stamp to the 
County regarding the lack of available water for this project and other CEQA issues. I will next send Parts 2 and 

.3. 

Thank you for consideration of our request. 

Sincerely, 
Rita Dalessio 
Conservation Chair 

) 
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Facsimile 
(831) 373-0242 

. LAW OFFICES OF 

MICHAEL W. STAMP 
. 479 PacifIC St(eet. Suite One 
. Monterey, California 93940 

Telephone 
(831) 373-1214 

September 28, 2009 
RECEIVED 

laura Lawrence 
Planning Services Manager 

. County of Monterey 
168 W. Alisal Street, 2d Floor 
Salinas, CA 93901 

NOV 19 2012 

MPWMO· 

Subject: Sierra Club Comments on the September Ranch Project Revised 
Water Demand Analysis, a recirculated portion of the 2006 
September Ranch Revised Environmental Impact Report 

Dear Ms. lawrence: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the September Ranch Project 
Revised Water Demand Analysis, a draft recirculated portion of the 2006 September 
Ranch Revised Environmental Impact Report (OREIR). This Office represents the 
Sierra Club, Ventana Chapter. which has actively participated in the public review of 
this project for many years. 

Sadly, this version of the draft OREIR appears to repeat many of the past errors 
of past EIR attempts to analyze water impacts of this project, and is characterized by 
the same omissions of the earlier documents. The DREIR makes a superficial attempt 
to address the Court's directions, but fails to do with integrity or reliability. Further, the 
DREIR ignores critical issues and critical new information from the State Water 
Resources Control Board that requires recirculation. -

The EIR reveals its intentions in the following statements (p. 9): 

The goal in estimating demand for purposes of CEQA is to 
identify a reasonably foreseeable estimate based on facts, 
inferences, and expert opinion. Because perfect factual 
information is not available, decision-makers must exercise 
their discretion and judgment based on substantial evidence 
in the record. Subst~ntial evidence is releva.nt evidence that 

. a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a 
conclusion. 

These statements are inconsistent with what an EIR is required to do, as repeatedly 
held by the Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeal of the State of California. These 
statements show the County's iack of commitment to doing a good faith, full-disclosure 

. investigation into the water impacts of the September Ranch project. The statements 
are an insult to CEQA. They also insult the public that has worked for ten years to 
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Sierra Club Comments on Recirculated Portion of 2006 September Ranch Revised EIR 
September 28, 2009 . ... 
Page 2 . . 

enforce CEQA due to the County's repeated failures on this project, and the Courts who 
have consistently upheld those assertions. 

" ... An EIRis to inform the decision makers. To fulfill that goal, in drafting an EIR, 
an agency must use its. best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably cah." 

(Guidelines, § 1Q144.) CEQA's informational purposes are not satisfied by an EIRthat 
simply· suggests sufficient evidence tha.t "a reasonable mind might accept as adequate 
to support a conclusion." . That lukewarm approach would thwart the twin goals of 
CEQA; EIRs· must include relevant information to allow ~irlformed .decisionmaking .. and 
informed public participation" to avoid "thwarting the statutory goal of the EIR process." 
(Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County (2001) 87 CaI.App.4th.99, 118.) 

As demonstrated by this recirculated draft EIR, the County and the EIR preparer 
act as if the purpose of this EIR on remand is nothing more than to suggest the 
minimum amount of facts that a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support 
a conclusion to support the September Ranch project. . This is a subdivision project 
which the County and EIR preparer have been trying to get approved for years, 
including, by their own admission, countless unpaid hours "behind the scenes" by 
senior County planning staff Alana Knaster and others. The County and EIR preparer 
have consistently failed to acknowledge that their repeated failures to produce a 
competent analysis are because the County has failed to use its best efforts to find out 
and disclose all that it reasonably can. This DREIR continues the pattern. 

On the whole, the draft recirculated EIRdoes not disclose or use accurate water 
use figures for comparable lots in comparable subdivisions, because accurate miinbers 
would show that the September Ranch's estimated water demand is too high. A 
serious omission is the DREIR's failure to use MPWMD water permit figures. The more 
accurate water demand numbers would show that the September Ranch's potential 
water use - and therefore its water impacts - are higher than estimated,and would 
require the Board:to. place stronger, stricter, more enforceable mitigations and 
conditions on the County's approvals, in order to comply with CEQA. The DREIR 
misleads the public and decision makers into thinking that the proposed September 
Ranch water use is 'easilyachievable, which ~s an inaccurate perception .. 

·As to the purported water "cap," the County has deliberately abdicated any 
affirmative duty in enforcing the water demand estimated in the County EIR documents. 
This is a significant change. Instead, the County is attempting to place all responsibility 

. for enforcing the water demand- as estimated in the County's EIR documents - onto 
the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD). 

We address many of the problems of the draft recirculated EIR in this letter in 
detail, in order to identify much of the miSSing information omitted from the DREIR The 
comments are generally in the order in which they appear in the draft document 



Sierra Club Comments on Recirculated Portion of 2006 September Ranch Revised EIR 
September 28, 2009 
Page 3 

CALCULATION OF WATER DEMAND 

Throughout its analysis the EIR relies on a fatally flawed hypothetical. That, in 
turn. renders the analysis and the EIR useless as an informational document. The EIR 
claims that the average September Ranch market-rate lot will have only 4275 square 
feet of landscaping. (See, e.g., p. 7, 12, and many others.) That claim is incorrect, and 
misinforms the entire EIR analysis. 

. .' . . . 

Condition #20 does not limit the clearing of native -trees and vegetation to 0.33 
acres, as the EIR claims (p. 12). Condition 20 merely suggests that "With respec:t to 
trees and vegetation removal, the target disturbance goal is to limit disturbance to an 
average of 0.33 acres per lot." First, there is no "limit," as the EIR claims, there is 
merely a "target" with no penalty for exceeding that target, and no accountability for 
doing so. Second, the plan for that development is to be approved solely by a member 
of the planning staff, with no public review. The staffs actions would be discretionary, 
which eliminates third party review including any meaningful review by a court 'Third, 
there are no performance standards for the staff to apply, even if the staff wanted to 
meet the "target disturbance goal." Fourth, the proposed condition applies only to the 
building envelope, not the larger development envelope, which includes the driveway 
and other development. Those areas - driveway, etc. - are frequently and typically 
landscaped, especially in high-end developments like September Ranch. Many of the 
proposed driveways are long, as can be seen on the project maps. The water use 
analysis ignores the water demand for those areas. 

There is no binding limit to the area to be devoted to the house,garage, and 
other non-landscaped areas. The estimate of a single architect used by the EIR is not 
binding on the applicant or on individual prop-erty owners. The actual amount may be . 
Jess, and the area devoted to landscaping may be proportionately larger. 

There is no support cited for the claim that the average development envelope is 
0.59 acres, so the public cannot review the claim. 

The MPWMD does not require landscaping details on the water permits it issues; 
landscaping can easily be changed. Exterior water use is a significant factor. For 
these reasons, the DREIR should impose a mitigation that ensures there would be no 
change in landscaping without appropriate public review. The DREIR also should 
impose a mitigation that prohibits any increase in planted area after landscaping permit 
issued by MPWMD and County. 

For all of these reasons, the EIR's statement that the landscaped area could 
average "as high as 4275 square feet" is wrong, and probably lower than it would 
actually be. 

7 
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Sierra Club Comments on Recirculated Portion of 2006 September Ranch Revised EIR 
September 28, 2009 
Page 4 

What is the exact wording of the proposed· conservation/scenic easement? The 
public cannot review the claimed.effectiveness for the easement without knowing what 
is proposed, or at least what performance standards would be required of the 
easement This information should be provided and the DREIR recirculated. Does that 
easement prohibit water use within the easement? If not, the EIR should· consider such 
a mitigation. If not, the. EIR has failed to investigate and evaluate the. water use in that 
area. 

The EIR prepar.er;still.does.notunderstand,how wateds regulated within the 
County. The DREIR's broad claim that "In newer subdivisions in Monterey County ... 
the extent and type of landscaping, and the number and type of interior fIXtures, must 
be approved by a local water management district (MPWMD) prior to home 

'construction" (p. ·8) is incorrect. 

The MPWMD only reviews a subdivision within the MPWMD boundaries if the 
subdivision triggers a permit under MPWMD rules. The MPWMD does not review the 
subdivision per se, but the proposed new water use. 

The County has reviewed and is reviewing many other subdivisions, including 
Qnes worked on by this EIR preparer. Michael Brandman & Associates, which are not 
within the MPWMD boundaries .. Those subdivisions are not subject to any local water 
management district. Where a local water agency exists it does not manage the 
resource, it merely distributes it, and does not monitor landscaping or interior fixtures. 
Brandman & Associates should know this through its EIR preparation for the Heritage 
Oaks subdivision, where the Aromas Water District did not propose any restrictions on 
water use, landscaping, or interior fixtures. In some areas, there is no local public water 
~gency at all, even acting solely for distribution purposes, and the County is the sole 
public agency that reviews development. 

The County has never before reviewed the extent and type of landscaping or the 
number and type of interior fixtures for a subdivision. That DREIR claim is inCorrect. 
For subdivisions within the MPWMD, the County does not require any such information. 
It rilerely accepts the information submitted by the applicant to the MPWMD.· (Any 
accountability of the subdivisions is solely due to MPWMD in its role as permitting 
agency for the subdivision'swater distribution permit.) 

For subdivisions outside the MPWMD, the County at best places broad 
conditions on landscaping and broad requirements for unspecified water fixtures. 
Those conditions are easily complied with the slightest bit of effort by the applicant, do 
not require commitments to specific water use or maximum water demand, and are not 
follOWed up on by the County. The conditions, at best, require only specified 
landscaping at time of development, and do not control future conversion to water
intensive uses such as lawns and vineyards. :_-) 



Sierra Club Comments on Recirculated Portion of 2006 September Ranch Revised EIR 
September 28.2009 
Page 5 

The Pasadera subdivision is one example, where the County EIR specified and 
evaluated a maximum water use, but the County ignored that information when issuing 
buildingpermits. As a result. the Pasadera subdivision vastly exceeds the amount of 
water estimated for the subdivision andanaJyzed in the EIR. This DREJR for the 
September Ranch subdivision ignores the County's history with these key issues. 

Would the Water Use Reports (p. 8) submitted to the County and the MPWMD 
be public records? . The EIR should consider a mitigation that these Reports be.puoJic 

--·::;:-:re.cords. That is the only way the County.and the appli~ant.can_be held accountable fOi" 
water use. 

The DREIR claims, without support, that "bothMPWMD and the County will 
review those [water use1 reports and address any excess use to ensure that the total 
amount otwater use at buildout remains at or under 57.21 acre-feet per year" (p. 8). 
There is no proof that the County of MPWMDwill do so, and the reso.urce-short public 
agencies do not have the funding to ensure compliance. Without funds, staff, and 
resources to carry out this critical job correctly, it will· not be done and the applicant will 
not be held accountable, and this would be yet another subdivision for which the County 
ignores the EIR due to claims of prosecutorial discretion and limited resources. 

Further, there is no discussion of how either the "MPWMD and the County will 
review those [water use] reports." Would the reports be reviewed at a public hearing to 
inform the public of the status and to allow public input? Who would review the reports, 
using what criteria? Would any action taken by the County be appealable or reviewable 
by a Court? Or, as County history has shown, would the County assign the review to a 
lower-levelland use technician who is not trained in the issues and who could sign off 
on the report without any public notice? 

Further. the EIR fails to identify or discuss how the County would "address any 
excess use to ensure that the total amount of water use at buildout remains at or under 
57.21 acre-feet per year." What steps could the County take? The possible steps need 
to be discussed and analyzed here for effectiveness and adequacy. That way both the 
-public and the applicant are informed as topossibJe consequences and accountability. 

The EIR should require a mitigation requiring the applicant -to place $100,000 
funds in an escrow account for the MPWMD to hire an independent monitor to review 
the Water Use Reports and to make a public report of the results. The funds should 
also be used for endorsement to ensure that the water use remains at or befowJhe 
maximum. 

The EIR should further require a mitigation requiring the individual property 
owners to pay fees for enforcement against their properties, and ·for the Ranch property 
owners as a whole to replenish the escrow funds when they drop below $10,000. 

9 
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Sierra Club Comments on Recirculated Portion ·of 2006 September Ranch Revised EIR· 
September 28, 2009 . 
Page 6 

TheEIR should further consider requiring that the County be fully responsible for 
all duties assigned. or described as being within the MPWMD's power's, in the event the 
MPWMO fails to ,exist, or is replaced by a successor agency which does not fulfill the 
EIR conditions here. 

The EIR should determine whether enforcement of the Ranch's conditions would 
be subject to prosecutorial discretion by the County, and investigate and find out all it 
can aboufthe environmental impacts of that discretion. If the County has discretion to 
enforce the conditions,alld.exercises its'd'iscretion to not enforce the conditions, or to 
enforce them in a way that allows water use higher than 57.21 AF in anyone year. what 
are the impacts? .. 

The EIR should consider a mitigation of prohibiting vineyards in the September 
Ranch subdivision. If not, the DREIR should investigate and disclose the potential 
impacts of allowing vineyards. Even dry-farmed agriculture would have direct water 
impacts, because it would create increased demand and would reduce the amount of 
water flowing into the purported September Ranch aquifer. That would call into 
question the entire EIR analysis as to that purported aquifer's ability to supply the 
subdivision and the impacts on the overdrafted Carmel Valley aquifer. 

The EIR should consider a mitigation of prohibiting lawns or other turf in the 
September Ranch subdivision. 

The EIR claim that "the type/quantity of landscaping and fixture units are 
controlled through this regulatory/permitting process" (p. 8) is also wrong, as explained 
above, because the County has never controlled fixture units or the type/quantity of 
landscaping (e)(cept in the most general sense at the time of the final map, but not in 
perpetuity, and even then the County can point to only one example). 

Equally false is the subsequent claim that "the single most important factor 
controlling water demand for residential subdivisions in Monterey County is the amount 
of water authorized for each subdivision" because, as described above. the County has 
historically ignored the amount of water demand projectf:~d'in CountyEIRs, and,has . 
issued permits to houses within County-approved subdivisions without deference to that 
projeCted water demand. The Monterey County Water Resources Agency has 
repeatedly stated that it does not monitor water use in subdivisions approved by the 
County. This history is further proven by notes of County meetings with MPWMD, 
elected officials and others, and MPWMD statements in the County's possession. 

The MPWMD provided to the County extensive and detailed water demand data. 
Much of that data is not included or disclosed in the DREIR. In 2006. the MPWMO's 
current data showed that average water demand for new comparable market rate 
houses in Monterra was 0.814 AFY, in Quail Meadows was 1;208 AFY, and in 
Pasadera was 1.218 AFY. The DREIR ignores that information. 



Sierra Club Comments on ReCirculated Portion of 2006 September Ranch Revised EfR 
September 28, 2009 
Page? 

The DREIR's claims that Ha parcel's individual water demand tends to be higher 
during construction" and "when its landscaping is being established" are unsupported 
and wrong. As shown by the annual reports submitted by Canada Woods and Santa 
lucia Preserve (Rancho San Carlos) in the County's possession, a parcel's water 
demand during construction is extremely low. Similarly. those reports show that the, 
demand when landscaping is being established is also low. Other reports in the' 
MPWMD's possession provide similar evidence. (See, e.g., Canada Woods WY 2008 ' 
report, table showing per-lot construction water use to be close to zero excep~ for one 

',:::::,'C anomalous otJtlier high-user.} This-data 'contradicbrtheCounty'suASUpp()rted~ and-:'-' " 
unbelievable claim that houses under construction use more water than occupied 
houses. Further, the limited raw data available identified as "construction" use is of, 
limited application because it does not clarify whether it is residential, commercial, golf 
course irrigation, or other use. 

The DREIR discussion of EBMUD and US EPA (p. 10) is irrelevant and 
misleading. The MPWMD is at the leading edge of conservation information. 
Information from outside the area. and from entities that are not similar to the MPWMD, 
can be misleading. The cited EBMUD/EPA study addressed older houses, retrofitting 
and reduction of use in another part of California. None of that is relevant to the 
September Ranch analysis or the MPWMD expertise at issue here. The MPWMD 
estimates actual current use using specific fixtures and based on data gathered from 
similar developments with similar climates on the Monterey Peninsula. ,The non-local, 
non-specific studies with undisclosed data as to climates, house sizes, landscaping, 
and other critical variables should be deleted from the analysis. or at least qualified to 
describe the differences better and how they would or would not be applicable to a 
knowledgeable discussion of September Ranch. Averages from other areas is not an 
accurate estimate of what the September Ranch homesites would use, especially 
compared to water demand information for comparable nearby subdivisions. 

Exactly what are "low-water -use plumbing fixtures"? Does that mean every 
water-using fixture must be at the lowest possible use? Does it require: 

• Ultra low flow washing machines? (and if so, 18 gallon or 28 gallon 
maximum? ,Who decides which one?, What are the,differing impacts of 
each?) 

• Ultra low flow dishwashers? 
• Ultra low flow toilets (as opposed to 1.6 gal. low-flow)? and which ones? 
• Are rain bars permitted? 
• Are multiple showerheads permitted? 

What would prevent a property owner from. after getting final building approval, 
replacing low-flow fixtures with high-use fixtures? 

What is the source of Table 1? Who prepared it? 

II 
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Table 1 is misleading because its title is "September Ranch Water Demand" and 
it lists pools on it. but the demand is interior only, and does not include exterior uses 
such as pools and .Iawns~ . 

Why arelurf and lawns not considered water-intensive uses? (See p. 13 and 
. condition 33.) . 

c i There are no prohibitions on· lawns or otherwater-int~nsive landscaping: The 
.' .. ~ -conditions state that low-water use-and droughUolerant.plaMs~aILbe1Jsed. but do not 

prohibit water-intensive plants. (Cond. 123). The County should mitigate the project's 
water impacts by prohibiting lawns and turf. 

The County should mitigate the project's water impacts by prohibiting water .. 
features (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23. § 491 (qqq) "waterfeature" means a design element 
where open water performs an aesthetic or recreational fUnction. Water features 
'include ponds, lakes. waterfalls, fountains,artificial streams, spas, and swimming pools 
(where water is artificially supplied). The EIR's proposed acceptance of these water 
features at the September Ranch subdivision is astonishing, due to their potential 
unanalyzed water impact. 

The Subdivision Committee approved the September Ranch subdivision project 
with a specific prohibition on swimming pools. In August 2006, the Planning 
Commission approved the project based on a prohibition on swimming pools (Cond. 
33), and understood the prohibition. as demonstrated by their discussion of it, as shown 
in County files~ 

Whatis the difference between "low water use" and drought tolerant" plants? 
(See p. 13.) Conditions 122, 123 and 124 appear to be internally inconsistent by using 
different, and conflicting terms. . 

• How does a property owner know the difference? 
• Is there a definitive list of low water use plants? If so, who maintains the 

list, and what are the parameters for being placed on the list? 
"'.', is 'there a definitive list of drought tolerant plants?· If so, who maintains 

the list, and what are the parameters forbeing placed on the list? 
• How can the conditions be enforced if there is not a definitive list of each 

type? 
• What if the property owner claims that a plant is drought tolerant, but the 

public agency claims it is not? 
• How would such disagreements be resolved? 
• How would the public interest and the EIR analysis be considered in that 

resolution? 
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It is easy to envision repeated and acrimonious disagreements between the 
public and property owners over the type of plants, especially where there is a high . 
water use on the lot. The DREIR should addresses these issues. 

- How will the property owners be held accountable for ensuring that the 
exterior water use does not contribute to an exceedance of a per-lot limit? 

-Will there be a per-fot limit on exterior use? 
• . How will that be enforced? 

.~ The County should -impose- a mitigation requiring separate water meters for . 
interior and exterior uses. That is the only way to try to get any accountability. 

Are "water efficient irrigation systems" defined? (Seep. 13 and condition 123.) 
If so, where? _ If not, it is easy to envision disagreements over the compliance with this 
condition. Uniess the condition describes the performance goals of the systems, it 
cannot be enforced as relied upon in the EIR. 

A Sonoma landscape architect is not "local," as theDREIR claims. Further. 
there is no evidence the author has ever worked in Carmel Valley, or that his 
conclusions are valid in Carmel Valley. As footnote 21 admits, the Sonoma consultant 
had plants on his list that did not conform with the plant lists maintained by the County 
and the MPWMO, which calls into question the applicability of his conclusions to 
Carmel Valley. 

Is the EIR proposing to limit the landscaping in the subdivision to the plants on 
Table 2 and the plants on the County's and· MPWMO's drought tolerant lists? If so, 
where is that proposed condition or mitigation? If not, how can the EIR rely upon the 
table or those lists, and how has the EIR evaluated the water demand impacts of other 
landscaping? -The EIR should consider a mitigation that limits the landscaping in the 
subdivision to the plants on Table 2 and the plants on the County's and MPWMO's 
drought tolerant lists. 

What exactly does the term "short term exceedances" mean on page 15? How 
exactly will the MPWMD Pro Rata Expansion Capacity rule prevent them? Please 
explain in detail. 

If the MPWMD is dissolved or taken over by an entity that does not enforce or 
carry over the Pro Rata Expansion Capacity rule, what possible impacts might there 
be? In that event, how, if at all, would exceedances be prevented? This scenario is a 
reasonably foreseeable one, given the multiple attempts in the past ten years to 
dissolve the MPWMO or absorb it into another agency that would not have the same 
commitment to and expertise on water management. 

13 
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. The E1R should impose a mitigation that imposes an affirmative duty on the 
County to enforce all applicable MPWMD rules in the event that the MPWMD cannot or . 
does not enforce them. . 

All of the duties. roles, and responsibilities identified as belonging to the 
MPWMD should be made affirmative duties of the County to enforce on this project. 
The tasks should not befoist~d ontothe.fv1PWMD. 

~. . - . . ."\ 

. .".. . -:- ".- . '.~: . ~ ~. ! . .- " .!.;~---::'.--:-. '. . . L:~, __ . ___ •.. " . . . 
The DREIRshouid -anticipate and investigate possible liability, from -takings and 

other lawsuits against the MPWMD and from individual property owners who are denied 
water permits for any reason by the MPWMD or the County? Would the County or 
MPWMD have the authority to settle litigation by giving out water permits? If sO,what 
environmental review would there be of that action?· What public review would there 
be? 

If a September Ranch lot's actual water use is over the MPWMD-permitted 
fixture-unit amount. but the lot has only drought tolerant plants on it and low water 
fixtures, what would the County dO,if anything? The MPWMD would not do anything to 
the lot owner, or to the subdivision. 

The DREIR should investigate and discuss this foreseeable scenario. and 
propose appropriate mitigations to prevent exceedances of the permitted limit. and to 
ensure cost-efficient and effective enforcement mechanisms and processes. 

The DREIR claims that the "maximum landscape allowance" for each lot will be 
0.26 AFY (p. 16). However. the DREIR fails to require that as an express limit on each 
lot,either from a MPWMD-permitting standpoint or from an actual use standpoint. The 
DREIR should impose a mitigation effectively limiting the landscape allowance to a -
maximum of 0.26 AFY. Absent that limitation, the DREIR analysis fails, because the 
actual usage could exceed the 0.26 AFY amount relied upon in the DREIR. The 
DREIR does not analyze the impacts of possible exceedances of the 0.26 AFY 
proJec~ed.est~,!,a!e per lot. The EIR should also require a mitigation to enforce that 
Iimif":Absennhab~riforceinent,the EIR analysis fails,:because the actual usage could 
exceed that amount. 

Because the EIRclaims, "Available methods for treating the Project's water 
supply could result in treatment losses ranging from 15% to 0% of total Project use" (p. 
16), the EIR should impose a mitigation for potential water impacts that has the 
following performance standards: 

• Requires a treatment method with a 0% loss, or at least 3% or less .. 
• Imposes strict enforcement mechanisms to keep that loss at the required 

level. 
• Imposes strict steps to be. taken by the subdivision as a whole if thatJoss 

level is exceeded. 
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The DREIR anaiysis of water treatment demand is confusing and misleading. 
After the introductory statements about loss percentages, the DREIR then uses at least 
three different measurements, without clarifying the three different terms. Initially; the. 
DREIR presents information for pellet softening as "reject stream" in absolute numbers 
rather thana percentage. Is "reject stream" the same as "loss"? If so, whaUs its loss 
percentC!ge range? 

.~ The DREiR then uses'a different measuiemeiltfor mUlti-stage reverse osinosis-' 
(which the DREIR should spell out rather than use the acronym URO"). identifying a 
percentage loss similar to the percentage loss range in the introductory paragraphs. 

The DREIR then uses yet a third measurement to describe nonfiltration, this time 
describing "overall water recovery." Is "overall water recovery" the same as Joss? The 
reader has to gu~ss that the inverse of the "overall water recovery" is the loss, which 
means that 90% inverse water recovery is 10% loss. and 97% is 3% loss. .c, 

None of the three options presented in the EIR have a 0% loss. which the EIR 
stated is possible. The EIR should describe a treatment with 0% loss. As mitigation for 
the water impacts, the EIR should require such treatment for this subdivision. That 
approach would be far more effective in ensuring the subdivision stays within its 
projected water system loss estimates than giving the applicant the choice to choose a 
water treatment method that consumes up to 10%. 

Who, in implementing and enforcing the proposed condition PBDSP003, 
determines what is "possible" under the terms of that condition? Who, in implementing 
and enforcing the proposed condition PBDSP003, determines what is "expeditiously" 
under its terms? What guidelines will be relied upon for the County to interpret these' 
tenns, and other vague or broad terms used in the proposed conditions? Such terms 
are far too fuzzy either to mitigate for potential impacts or to be enforceable in a project 
as controversial as the September Ranch project is, has been, andwill continue to be~ 

,,,,,,.;'., .... There appears to"be no accountability if the treatment method selected by'the 
applicant has a loss of greater than the range allowed in the condition (proposed for up 
to 10%). The OREIR should investigate this, and impose effective mitigation to ensure 
that the losses do not exceed the amount projected in the DREIR. The EIR should. 
require, as mitigation, accountability and regular public reporting of the water losses. 
The two audits required by the proposed condition should be required to result in 
reports which would submitted within a week of the audit to the public agency, which 
would then become a public record. The DREIR should also impose mitigation that, in 
the event of a system loss higher than projected, would effectively reduce the overall 
subdivision water use to the 57.21 AFY or lower. 
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SURVEY OF AVAILABLE WATER DEMAND DATA 

County :claims that it cannot obtain information from Ambler, Hidden Hills, and 
Ryan Ranch water areas (p; 19), and that if and when such data is submitted, the 
Board of Supervisors can review it This approach is flawed. The EIR preparer should 
investigate and get the information and revise the DREIR to incorporate it. It would not 

. be meaningful to merely present unanalyzed raw data to the decision makers. Further. 
.." '. it thwarts CEQA not to include this data, and an analysis thereof, in the DREIR 
-, '.,'",,".,:- "arculated"fCi(pubUc comment.·,.. '" ' .. 

The DREIR also fails to disclose the lot size, development envelope, and 
building envelope size for subdivision which is uses as comparisons for water use 
purposes. The County has this information in its possession because it approved the 
subdivisions, and' because its Geographic Information Systems has this data. 

The broad data (Table 4, pp. 20-21) of average water use for cities and large 
areas within the County are not helpful in the EIR analysis because they are not 
comparable to the September Ranch project. The EIR should focus on the comparable 
subdivisions. 

Exactly where in the County is Rancho Fiesta located? Exactly where in the 
County is Rancho Del Monte located? What is the climate, and the average lot sizes, 
and type of development? Without that information and associated analysis, the EIR 
fails to provide meaningful information as to those areas. 

The severe flaws in this DREIR section arise in part from the DREIR's reference 
to and reliance on DREIR Appendix B. Appendix B is deeply flawed. Appendix B 
claims it is a "survey of available water demand data, 2002 to 2007." However, 
Appendix B is not a "survey." It is not accurate, it is not complete, it is misleading, it is 
not explained, and it is internally inconsistent. Key problems with Appendix Bare 
identified in the discussion below. We identify several critical examples of the problems 
with the Appendix B charts in particular and the DREIR discussion of water demand in 
general. ...... . 

A fundamental flaw with Appendix B is this: the data within the charts is not the 
raw data. The raw data was apparently massaged and manipulated to arrive at 
Appendix B, but the DREIR does not explain how or why the data was changed.. The 
DREIR also does not present either the raw data or the calculations made by the EIR 
preparer to arrive at the figures in the charts. Critically. none of the raw data used to 
arrive atthe any of the County or "other" subdivision demand figures in the Appendix B 
charts is provided in the EIR or even included in the list of "Supporting Documents to 
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. Draft Revised Water Demand Analysis, n with the sole exception of document 25, the 
Canada Woods data for Water Year 2008.1 

. . 

. These omissions strike at the heart of the EIR process. These omissions mean 
thatthe public cannot evaluate the claimed water figures in the chart, or review the 
calculations and assumptions used to arrive at them, or test them for accuracy. The 
underlying raw data should be released, along with the EIR preparer's calculations and 

-_ •• cc ••• assumptions, and the DREIR should be recirculated with this data. The public has 
. ~;repeatedly shown itselfto be better at analyzing the September Ranch watefdata than 

the County's EIR preparers. Three different Court reviews have supported the public's 
analyses, and rejected the County's analyses. Without public accountability for its 
water analysis, the EIR fails under CEQA. 

Appendix B includes many fundamental errors and omissions: Several of these 
problems are identified below: 

As one example, the charts use confusing and misleading column headings. All 
"market rate" lots within a subdivision are blended, which the chart fails to disclose. 
However, in key cases, there are important differences between types of "market rate" 
lots available within a single subdivision. For example, Pasadera has "standardn and 
"estate" lots, both of which are market rate. The charts appear to blend the two lot 
types for purposes of water use, along with other lots in the Bishop service area. This 
blending is inappropriate because, as County records show, the Pasadera "estate" lots 
are comparable to the proposed September Ranch lots, while the "standard" lots are 
not. In this example, the chart's data misleads the public and decision makers into 
thinking that the water use is significantly lower for comparable lots than in reality. 

As another example, the Monterra market-rate lots are shown as numbering 48 
in 2002-2003, steadily increasing to 76 in 2005-2006, but then dropping to 44 in 2006-
2007 and 49 in 2007-2008. No explanation is provided for these inconsistencies. 

As another example, footnote 1 to Appendix B is shown on the 2007 to 2008 
chart only, and not on the charts for earlier years. The public is not informed whether 
that footnote is relevant to earlier years or not, and if not, the reason. This missing 
information is relevant to the analysis. Further, footnote 1 is confusing because it 
addresses units, whereas the column in which the footnote appears addresses 
customers. Units and customers are not the same measurement. This information 
should be clarified, and the terms corrected. 

1 The MPWMD Monthly entitlement report (document 21) is the only other possibly 
relevant document, but it is a snapshot for May 2009 only. It does nolcover previous 
years,or provide consumption for a 12-month period, or identify number of lots within 
any development area, or any other key data. . 
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As another example of the errors and omissions of Appendix B, the charts fail to 
include columns for inclusionary housing and workforce housing, even though this data 
is available or can be extrapolated or estimated from eXisting data. 

As another example, the 2004-2005 average use in Macomber Estates is listed 
as 12.05 AF per lot, which appears to be an error. 

As anotl1er example. there is no analysis in the DREIR of what the Macomber 
- --- -- _. -- _.', Estates data' shbws: over the past three years, withthenumber-of~~residential -

customers" remaining steady at 20, the average water use of a Macomber Estates 
market-rate unit increased from 0.60 AFY in 2005-2006. to 0.72 AFY in 2005-2007, to 
0.81 in 2007-2008. That is a 35% increase in water use in only three years. Comlty 
records indicate that the increased use is based on projects being under construction, 
and gradually having its landscaping" put in and becoming occupied. 

Macomber Estates is very comparable to September Ranch in many ways, as 
County _ records show. The average landscaping water demand for Macomber Estates 
would likely be less than at September Ranch, because Macomber Estates is located-in 
Pebble Beach adjacent to the Pacific Ocean, with a much cooler and moister climate 
than in Carmel Valley. 

The DREIR also fails to disclose how much water use was projected and 
analyzed in the County's environmental review for Macomber Estates, and how much 
the actual use exceeds the County's projection. Further, the DREIR fails to disclose 
that the 20-unit Macomber Estates got only 10.0 AFY allocation from the MPWMD, or 
compare that 10.0 AFY figure to the current consumption of 16.17 AF. 

As another example. the Appendix S figures are not identified as actual use or _ 
permitted use. Which are they? Or are they a combination? The DREIR fails as an 
informational document because it mixes different data and figures, and does not 
explain how it arrived at each figure within its tables and charts~ Because the DREIR 
did not release the raw data, the public cannot review it. Instead, the DREIR preparer 
manipulated ,the craw data-into different misleading figures for Inclusion in theDREIR. 

As another example, the column entitled "Number of Residential Customers" 
implies the number of actually occupied residences. The term is misleading. Does this 
title mean "active connections" which is how it is usually described by Cal Am and other 
reports? This title should be clarified, because"otherwise public and decision makers_ 
would be misled into thinking that a "residential customer" means, with certainty, an 
occupied home. 

As another example of the errors and omissions of Appendix S, as to the 
columns entitled "No. of Market-Rate lots," iUs unclear if those entries are the total 
number, or the number for which any construction has been permitted, or the number 
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for which construction is complete, or the number for which there is actual occupation 
and therefore reliable water use data. These distinctions make a significant difference 
in the average water use. For example, Macomber Estates is shown as having 20 
market rate lots .. If five lots are under construction, fIVe lots are developed with houses 
but not occupied, and 10 are developed and occupied, then the analysis of how each 
lot's water use was determined is critical to the chart - but the chart fails to include that 
information. Because the County issues building permits for these lots, the County has 

.: .. -this information in its possession. It should be included in the DREIR~ _ . 

What assumptions, data, and parameters were used to determine that a lot 
would be included in the "No. of Market-Rate lots" column? 

• Are the lots in that column lots for which a building permit was issued? 
• Are they lots for which occupancy has been authorized? 
• Are they lots for which a building permit has been finaled? 
• Are they developed lots that may not be occupied? 

All this information affects theanalysisj because County records show that lots under 
construction and lots with unoccupied homes use less than lots with occupied homes. 

As another example, the "construction still under way" notation may be accurate, 
but the chart fails to disclose how it accounted for properties under construction. if at all, 
as opposed to occupied residences. For all subdivisions that are still under 
construction, the EIR should present its calculations as to how it accounted for the 
different types of uses: under construction. completed but not sold. and occupied. 
Santa Lucia Preserve. for example. reports the exact number under construction in its 
annual reports. How did DREIR analysis (as shown in the charts) account for that 
water use as a part of the overall residential demand? 

As another example. the charts fail to disclose whether the use is actual use, 
and if so how the use was calculated. The DREIR fails to discuss the implications of 
using an average figure, which include unoccupied homes . 

. =;-,; _ . As another example. the charts fail to disclose the permitted water use from 
MPwMD permits, which informatiohisavailable to the County.- -_. 

As another example, the charts fail to include Quail Meadows, another 
subdivision located in Carmel Valley not far from the September Ranch. and for which 
MPWMD data is readily available both from MPWMD and from the County's files. 

As another example, the charts fail to disclose the projected water use analyzed 
in the EIRs for specific subdivision projects approved by the County. including Canada 
Woods, Monterra. Santa Lucia Preserve, and Pasadera, as to each type of lot 
proposed (e.g., inclusionary, workforce, standard, estate, market rate). This information 
would show how wrong the County has been in the past in estimating water use. which 
further calls into question the County's speculation here. 
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The charts also fails to disclose average lot size, average building envelope. 
development envelope and explain the features of each type of lot (average lot size, 
projected house size. enforceable limitations on water use).. . 

As totne many errors and omissions in'the charts that comprise Appendix Bt the 
bottom line is this: The County has the raw data in its possession and available to it 
from the MPWMD which, if properly analyzed. would show that the charts are 

.. inaccurate and misleading. The County's analysis either ignores this data or 
. --··detfDerafeIY~misunderstand$it~orboth.· .. -.- .-.. _-,,- '-. - ~'---.'. --,.-"-

By the time the responses to these DREIR comments are being prepared in 
October 2009, the 2008-2009 residential demand data from the subdivisions may be 
available and should be sought out for inclusion in the EIRanalysis. 

Appendix B claims - without explanation - that the 2006 Santa Lucia Preserve. 
water use figures "are not available to the County." (Appendix B, fn.2.) As a result the 
County omits any 2006 water figures from its analysis here. That omission is .another 
example of the County's failure to enforce the Santa Lucia Preserve condition of 
approval. Further, that omission makes the DREIR data even more incomplete and 
unreliable .. In fact, the DREIR is wrong. The 2006 water use report is in the County's 
possession. Our Office obtained the 2006 report from the County under a Public. 
Records Act request. . 

Footnote 28 (p. 21) also claims that the water demand data from 2008 for Santa 
lucia Preserve is "not yet available." Why not? Santa Lucia Preserve is the one 
subdivision for which the County required annual water use reporting. The reports are 
due early in the year. In the years 2002 to 2007, the reports for the preceding year 
were submitted in February or March. This DREIR was released in August 2009 - but 
the EIR claims that the 2008 figures have not been submitted by Santa lucia Preserve. 
The report should have been submitted to the County six months earlier. This is 
another example of the County's failure to enforce its conditions of approval on a 
subdivision. The County has not even bothered to enforce this condition on the sole 
subdivision with this County reporting requirement. 

The DREIR's claim of the Santa Lucia Preserve's water use in 2008 (seep. 23) 
cannot be correct, because by theDREIR's own admission (see above), the County 
does not have the 2008 information. The conclusion reached by the DREIR is incorrect 
because jt does not have accurate data (it is missing two years) and because it does 
not explain its methodology. 

The DREIR ignored the 2002 Santa lucia Preserve report, which is helpful to 
show how much water homes under construction use. By.our calculations, using a 
reasonable assumption about homes under construction, shows that the average use 
from 2002-2005 ranged from 1.03 to 1.57. ) 
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What were the DREIR's water use assumptions about homes under construction 
in· the Santa Lucia Preserve? How did the DREIR arrive at its results? How did the 
DREIR test its conclusions? 

The DREIR repeatedly tries to hide important water information by fudging the 
data. For example, the Santa Lucia Preserve water reports are based on the calendar 
year, not the water year (October to September) as cl~imed in Table 4 and Appendix 
R· Further, the DREIRfa~ls to disclose the 2002 Santa Lucia water report, which is in 
the County's files. That particular report is enlightening because it discloses the 
minimal amount of water that houses under construction use. According to the 2002 
Santa Lucia Preserve report, there were 34 residential market-rate active connections~ 
That year, those 34 active connections used only 12.2 AFY. This figure is explained by 
the report, which explains that as of the end of the year there were only 6 occupied 
market-rate homes, and 28 under construction. That works out to around 1.6 AFY per 
completed home, and 0.01 AFY for homes under construction. The reports for the 
subsequent years all have similar results, and support a possible demand of 0.01 AFY 
for homes under construction. 

Appendix B hides the fact that the Santa Lucia Preserve annual reports 
specifically identify the amount of water used by the market rate houses, and the 
amount used by the inclusionary housing. In the Santa lucia Preserve reports, 
inclusionary housing is called employee housing. Whatever the reasons, the raw data 
presented by the reports is not consistent with the figures presented inthe DREIR text 
or in Appendix B. 

THE DREIR'S ASSESSMENT OF DEMAND DATA BY SUBDIVISION 
OMITS SIGNIFICANT AND MATERIAL DATA 

The EIR analysis is inadequate because .it does not use the available data, 
including the water permits issued by the MPWMD. In some places the EIR relies 
heavily on the MPWMD. but in this section the EIR ignores the MPWMD permit data 
entirely. Much of that data would be very helpful in the analysis, which is rendered 
incomplete and inaccurate by its omission. ' 

Instead, for multiple geographical areas and subdivisions, the EIR preparer 
pretends like actual water use data is not available, and did not investigate further. This 
half-hearted attempt fails to fulfill the Superior Court's 2008 order and fails to meet the 
mandates of CEQA. Much of that important information is available from County 
records, including the· records submitted by the public in the 2004-2007 County review 
of the project, which the County ignored then - and the EIR preparer is ignoring now. 
The County has the authority and ability to require annual water use reporting of . 
subdivisions and individual lots. The County has knoWn since the 1950s that the 
Salinas Basin was beingoverdrafted, since the 1970s that North County aquifers were 
being overdrafted, and since 1995 (Order 95-10) at the latest that the Carmel Valley 
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aquifer was being overdrafted. For all that time, the County should have required 
. reporting. of actual water consumption as acoridition of land use approvals to increase 
its data as to actual water consumption in different areas of the County. Now, the 
County ignores its own role in created the lack of valuable water use data, and tries to 
pass muster with selected and heavily massaged data, and an analysis that is deeply 
flawed. . 

_. ___ .: .. , ___ ./ _ .. _... f.{~~peatedIY theDREJR claims that because the subdivisions are served by a 
-water seiviceprovider tnat alsoS""eni.8s-the adjacent.ar.eas~fue~CotU1tyeannot .. 
determine the water demand of the subdivision alone. The County ignores data within 
its control and possession. The County has in its records information as to the size of 
lots in various subdivisions. The County's Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
department could have separated out the subdivisions from the surrounding parcels, 
and determined theapproximate.lot size within the subdivision. That information could . 
have been compared to lot sizes outside the subdivision, to provide some guidance and 
further analysis. Additionally, the County could have compared the water use of the 
service area before and after the subdivision was approved and built out, which would 
provide further useful data. The EIR preparer could have used the MPWMD permit 
data for the subdivision and for the surrounding areas, because all of the permit data is 
public record. The EIR preparer did none of these things, and the analysis fails. 

Recent MPWMD data in the County's possession shows that average water 
demand for new comparable market rate houses in Monterra is 0.814 AFY, in Quail 
Meadows is 1.208 AFY, and in Pasadera is 1.218 AFY. Older data for past permits 
showed water demand significantly higher than 0.5 AFY used in the EIR: 0.636 AFY for 
Monterra, and 0.827 AFY for Quail Meadows. For Canada Woods, the older data 
shoWS an average actual demand of 0.665 AFY for market rate homes and 0.32 AFY 
for iriclusionary uses (2002-2005 water years). The County's records also include a 
2004 EIR water demand estimate of 1.0 AFY per residence for Pebble Beach 
Company's plan. The EIR preparer should use this available data, and gather data for 
all recently issued MPWMD permits for all subdivisions that are being used as 
comparisons for the September Ranch project. 

The Canada Woods subdivision EIR prepared by the County asserted that the 
market rate homes would use 0.379 AFY, and the inclusionary homes would use 0.167. 
The MPWMD data in the County's possession shows that the actual; permitted use is 
0.665 AFY for market rate and 0.32 AFY for inclusionary homes. In other words,actual 
permitted usage is 175% and·192% of EIR estimates. The DREIR does not disclose or 
investigate this information. 

The DREIR does not explain the relationship between the Monterra and Canada 
Woods systems or EIR analyses. Apparently the Monterra mutual water company is 
now part of the Canada Woods system. According to the report by Canada 
Woods/Monterra, the company's own projected water use of market rate homes under 
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buildout conditions is 0.62 AF. The DREIR repeats this information without identifying 
that the source is the developer itself. The source is not an independent analysis by 
the County or the MPWMD. Actual usages shown of 0:665 AFYand O.32AFY are· 
averages of actual 2002~2005 demand. (The two start-up years of the market rate 
construction (2000-2001) should not be used here because the data is not reliable.) 

The_bottom line on theDREIR analysis is this: the analysis excluded critical 
information about comparable subdivisions because that information would show that 
the September Ranch per-Iotestimates are much lowerthan the comparable 
subdivisions, and the September Ranch estimates are therefore unreasonable. For this 
reason, the DREIR fails as an information document, and will mislead the public and 
decision makers unless it is corrected. 

For example, in an approximate 15-month period, the MPWMD issued 16 
permits for development of 16 lots in Canada Woods, Tehama, and Quail Meadows. 
Of those 16 permits, only one was less than the EIR estimates for September Ranch. 
All the others exceed the September Ranch estimates, some by a significant amount. 
(See attachment.) This DREIR fails to include this available information, or to seek out 
and obtain the most current and comprehensive information available. 

Monterra -The DREIR discussion of Monterra misleads the public because the 
DREIR and the developer's records do not disclose which of the market rate lots 
actually have caretaker units on them. The market rate lots are estimated at 0.50 AFY, 
and the caretaker lots are estimated at 0.12, for a total of 0.62 AFY. Instead, the 
DREIR and the developer assume the 0.62 AFY is the projected amount for all market 
rate lots, without specifying whether a caretaker unit has been built on the lot. The 
DREJR analysis assumes - without disclosing its assumption - .that 100% of the market 
rate lots have a caretaker unit built and occupied, which is unrealistic. This view - that . 
100 ofthe lots likely do not have caretaker's units on them '- is supported by the 
developer's own data which shows that at buildout there are projected to be fewer 
caretaker's units than single family units (see 2008 Questa/Canada Woods report, 
Table 24). The County's own records show whether a caretaker unit has been approved 
and built on each 'of the oeveioped market rate Monterra .Iots, but the EIR preparer-·.-- ._
failed to investigate those records. As a result, assuming that at least half ofthe'lots 
have only a main residence on them, and not a caretaker unit, it is likely that the actual 
water use is far greater than the 0.50 estimates in the EIR. 
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The Monterra 2008 market rate home usage Was 0.69 AFY. according to the 
Questa/Canada Woods report (at p. 32). However, this average is from 49 homes, at 

. least six of which were essentially empty for much of the year. using zero .or very low 
gallons per day for six months or more. (See Table C-2.) As a result, the average use 
would actually be higher. when the actual average use by occupied homes is 
considered. The average disclosed in the DREJR is further inaccurate because the EIR 
preparer did not investigate or disclose the number of homesites with approved and 
built caretaker's units. Without a built unit. the.projecteduse is 0.50.AFY. which is 
much lower than the stated-avarageofO.69.AFY. 

For all years, the data is ambiguous as to number to units. and whether one or 
both of the units were occupied throughout the year. or were empty, or were still under 
construction. 

Further, the Monterra discussion does not address the seven ranch lots, which 
are projected to use 0.70 AFY, exclusive of caretaker's units and senior units. Thes·e 
lots may be most comparable to September Ranch. WhaUs the actual use on those 
lots? What is the MPWMD permitted use? 

Further, the E1R preparer did not investigate or disclose the financial situation of) 
Monterra. The developers of that subdivision have filed for bankruptcy, and many of ! 

the lots are being foreclosed upon. The EIR preparer should investigate the current 
situation. including how the bankruptcy has affected the occupancy and the water use . 

. Tehama - The DRE1R claims there will be 79 market rate homes at build out (p. 
22), but the Tehama website claims there will be 90 homesites. The.DREIR should 
explain the inconsistency. and explain and provide the support for its claim. 

The DREIR discussion of Tehama discloses that there are 14 market rate 
homesites, seven above and seven below the projected annual use of 0.62 AFY. The 
DREIR failed to disclose that the seven homesites that are above the projected 0.62 
AFY use range from 0.77 AFY to 1.46 AFY in WY 2008 (Questa/Canada Woods 2008 

: rep6rt~· p: 040.) 'The DREIR also failed to disclose that of the seven homesites below.the .. 
projected· use,three were essentially unoccupied (zero gallons of water per day for 
seven to nine months of the year, and a 'fourth had extremely low water consumption 
during the summer months (10to 17 gallons per day in June through September). 
indicating that it was essentially empty during the hottest part of the year. (Id .• Table 0-
2.) Even assuming that this fourth residence was occupied, the DREIR failed to 
calculate the average actual home consumption of the 11 occupied homes. The 
inclusion of the three empty homes - with zero consumption for most of the year -
skewed the average. According to the developer's records, the actual average 
consumption is much higher than the DREIR discloses, which misleads the public and 
the decision makers. 
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The DREIRdiscussionofTehama also misJeadsthe public because the DREJR 
and the developer's records do not disclose which of the market rate fots actually have 
caretaker units on them. The market rate lots are estimated at 0.50 AFY, and the 
caretaker lots are estimated at 0.12, for a total of 0.62 AFY. Instead, the DREIR and 
the developer assume the 0~62 AFY is the projected amount for all market rate fots, 
without specifying whether a caretaker unit has been built on the lot. The DREIR 
analysis assumes - without disclosing its assumption - that 100% of the market rate 
lots have a caretaker unit built and occupied •. which is unrealistic. This view- that100 

'.---'. of, the lots likely do not have caretaker's units on them - is supported by the developer's' 
own data which shows that there are projected to be fewer caretaker units than single 
family units at buildout (see 2008 Canada Woods report, Table 25). The County's own 

, records show whether a caretaker unit has been buiH on each of the 14 market rate 
Tehama lots, but the EIR preparer failed to investigate those records. As a result, 
assuming that at least half of the lots have only a main residence on them, and not a 
caretaker unit, it is likely that the actual water use is far greater than the 0.50 estimates 
in the EIR. 

Pasadera - The Pasadera subdivision usage far exceeds its EIR projections, as 
County records show. The DREIR never addresses the current MPWMD water 
demand figures of 1.218 AFY for Pasadera. The DREIR muddles the water figures for 
Pasadera lots, which include "standard" and "structured" lots. It is unclear if the DREIR 
even considered the MPWMD raw data on Pasadera's "estate lots" which are most 
similar to the September Ranch market rate .Iots. Pasadera standard lots had an 
actual average use of 0.458 AFY, and the structured (inclusionary) housing had an 
actual average use of 0.320 AFY. The DREIR omits the information that the Pasadera 
estate lot had an average actual permitted water usage of 0.785 AFY, far more than the 
County's EIR estimate of 0.60 AFY for such lots. The County knew that the permitted 
fixture counts (the MPWMD's unit of measurement for water usage) exceeded the 
Pasadera EIR estimates by 33-37% in all three categories: estate, standard, and 
structured, but fails to disclose it in the DREIR. 

The Pasadera EIR estimated that standard lots would use 0.35 AFY. The Water 
District provided the estimated and actual permitted-uses for inclusionary ("structured") 
units, standard lots, and estate lots at Pasadera. The Water District data shows that 
the actual permits averaged 0.569 AFYfor those standard lots, which is 63% higher 
than the Pasadera EIR estimate. 

Exactly which category of lots are the ones analyzed by this DREIR in its 
presentation of Pasadera's water use for "market rate lots" - standard, structured. or 
estate? The data and information - and the DREIR's selection of specific data to use -
should all be disclosed to the public in a recirculated DREIR. 

To argue for its 0.5 AFY estimate, the past September Ranch EIR analysis used 
the actual permitted use of 0.569 for Pasadera "standard" lots. That selection was not 
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in good faith for two reasons. First, Pasadera standard lots are two-thirds of an acre in 
size. as County records show. By comparison, the market-rate September Ranch lots 
are from 1.8 to 12.3 acres in site,: averaging 4.4 acres per lot. The average September . 
Ranch lot is almost seven times the size of a Pasadera "standard" lot. Second, the 
water use for the Pasadera estate lots would be more comparable to the September 
Ranchlots. The Pasadera estate lots' estimated use was 0.6 AFY, and the six permits 
issued before 2006 for estate lots all exceeded that estimate. as County records show . 

. . ,: The average actual permitted use forthose estate 10ts'Was 0.785 AFY, -30% higher than 
the EIR-estlmated "estate~..Jof use,.and .morethan ·50% ·higH~r tfiarftfiei}.5.AFY .. 
September Ranch estimate. From approximately 1999 to 2003. the Water District 
actual permits of 68.286 AFYfar exceeded the Pasadera EIR estimates of 51.876 AFY . 
for those same lots. The current DREIR does not disclose this information. or make a 
good-faith effort to investigate the current data and water use. 

Quail Meadows - THE DREIR fails to make a reasonable or good faith effort to . 
find out all it can about the Quail Meadows subdivision. The DREIR merely claims that 
"Quail Meadows reportedly has an average lot size in excess of 1 acre." The County 
approved Quail Meadows, and the County's records show exactly what each lot size is, 
and what the average is. The County has many records that would enat;>le a water use 
_ analysis. The County's water consultants even addressed Quail Meadows in past 
reports. which were provided to the EIR preparer: y 

The Monterey County Planning indicated that there are 14 
single family dwellings (SFD) at Quail Meadows that remain 
to be developed. MPWMD provided a list of water permits 
issued in Quail Meadows that included water allocated to 
each assessor's parcel number (APN ) and the use (new 
SFD, pool. caretaker, fixtures etc.) as shown In Appendix A. 
An average demand per APN of 0 .726 AFY for the 
combined uses of new SFD and other uses associated with 
the APN was calculated. This AFY/APN was then multiplied 
by the 14available.building sites for a total of 10.2 AFY. 

(Kennedy Jenks Technical Memorandum. No.6. Rev. 3 (11 July 2006), p. 5,) Page 12 
of that Technical Memorandum contains Appendix A, which is a printout of 84 water 
permits issued by MPWMD for Quail Meadows, with specifications as to the. u,se being 
permitted. That is data in the EIR preparer's possession and in the County's ' 
possession that the EIR preparer omitted from this DREIR. instead claiming untruthfully 
that "the County was unable to secure segregated water data for the subdivision" (p. 
24). 

The Quail Meadows EIR projected that market rate units would have 0.414 AFY. 
Older data for past permits showed significantly higher water demand than that J 
estimated for September Ranch: 0.827 AFY for Quail Meadows. Other MPWMD data .. d' 
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on the Quail Meadows subdivision shows that the permitted market rate houses' 
'. average 1.208 AFY. That means for that time period that the actual usage is 292% of 
EIR estimate. The DREIR fails to disclose this information; The MPWMD's Quail 
Meadows spreadsheet (Appendix A mentioned above) shows most homesites (and 
their appurtenant uses such as swimming pools) have a demand well over 0.5 AF. and 
one has a 2.152 AFY demand. The MPwMD has available current data, which the EIR 
preparer evidently did not investigate. 

..... ":"The DREIR tacitly makes 3eoncessionregarding actual permitted water use, 
rather than actual metered use. Actual permitted water use is the amount of the Water 
District permit based on the total fixture units proposed for the homesite. The DREIR 
does not use actual permitted water use in any of the subdivisions, as estimated by the 
MPWMD when it issues water permits for specific uses. The DREIR does not explain 
why it omits this vatu able information. It does not argue that actual permitted water use 
is not reliable; it simply ignores it. Why does the DREIR omit this essential and 

. 'available information, thereby thwarting the informational purpose of the EIR? 

Pebble Beach: The County's Pebble Beach Company EIR estimated 1.0 AFY 
for market rate homes. The 1.0 AFY figure was higher than the applicant-requested 
estimate of 0.8 AFY. That EIR was under way at the same time as the past September 
Ranch EIR. The Pebble Beach residential lots average 1.3 to 1.8 acres in size much 
smaller than the market-rate September R.anch average of 4A acres per lot. The Sierra 
Club's comments on the past September Ranch draft EIR asked the County to address 
the Pebble Beach 1.0 AFY estimate. The County did not respond. In this DREIR, the 
County still has not addressed these key issues. The Sierra Club repeats its question. 

Additionally, the DREIR failed to investigate or disclose water demand 
information for the homes recently approved or permitted by the County in Pebble 
Beach Company or in the Rancho San Carlos/Santa Lucia Preserve (Potrero 
Subdivision). The County has in its possession records of the· numbers of plumbing 
fixtures and landscaping for these approvals, both from the County approval processes 

.. and from the MPWMD water release forms that are submitted to the County. 

As a condition of approval, the Couniy could require all subdivisions to report , 
actual water use, which would mean that the County would have reliable per-homesite 
data on which to base its EIRs. However, other than Rancho San Carlos, the County 
has not required this information. As County records show, the County has known for 
years that its EIR estimates are not accurate predictions of water use. As a result of 
not requiring this information, the County makes an excuse that it does not have actual 
water use data to suppott its arguments that the Water District's actual permitted and 
actual water use records should not be relied upon. The County failed to use its best 
efforts, did not perform an adequate investigation, and did not inform the public, 
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THE SO-CALLED WATER "CAP" IS NOT ENFORCEABLE. THE COUNTY APPEARS 
TO HAVE ABANDONED THE CONCEPT OF A WATER CAP. 

In 2006 the County placed two conditions of approval (conditions 45 and 46) on 
September Ranch as a purported "cap" on subdivision water demand. The Sierra Club, 
Save Our Carmel River, and Patricia Bernardi challenged them, arguing that the 
conditions were not meaningful or enforceable. In 2008, the Superior Court agreed. 
This DREIR leaves those two unenforceable and meaningless conditions in place, 

.-unchanged-: As proposed, the County.wou1d-not pJace . .aneffective._or~enfor:ceable.cap 
on September Ranch water demand. 

Condition 45 does nothing more than require the applicant to submit a plan. The 
plan is a piece of paper estimating fixture units for phases of the subdivision. The 
condition has no enforcement mechanism and no accountability as to actual use .. 

Condition 45 -states that "the applicant shall submit a ... Plan showing the 
proposed total fixture unit count for each lot within that phase." However, the County 
planner stated that "it will be impossible to estimate the water use for each lot prior to 
filing the final map with each phase." The applicant agreed that it would "be infeasible 
to assign a water use for each individual lot. It The 2006 Final EIR Master Response 17 
"water demand conclusions" had almost identical language to the applicant's . 
arguments. There was no evidence of an independent EIR investigation of those 
representations by the applicant, and there is essentially no change to that in this 
DREIR. 

Condition 46 merely enables a discretionary determination by the Board of 
Supervisors in the future. There is nothing binding on the County. First, faced with a 
higher water usage than the EIR estimates, the Board may choose to do nothing under 
Condition 46. Second, the Board's actions would be discretionary, which eliminates 
third party review including any meaningful review by a court. Third, Condition 46 is not 
permanent, although project build-ouland ongoing uses would "continue decades after 
County condition compliance and CEQA monitoring [expire)" (MPWMD comment in 
County files). 

Condition 46 states that a quarterly water use report shall be submitted. "If any 
report demonstrates that actual water use for the entire subdivision is within 5% of the 
maximum," then the Board· of Supervisors may make a discretionary determination. 
County records show that the County Water Resources Agency expert disagreed: he 
did not believe "the 95% cap and three month reporting period is an effective way of 
ensuring that lots are not created that cannot be built upon." He stated that the 
proposed language of Condition 46 would not work because he could "imagine an 
infinite number of scenarios related to the timing of final maps and water use reports." 
The public had the same concerns, as County records show. 
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In 2008, the September Ranch applicant's attorneys admitted to the Superior 
Court that· there is no enforceable water limit on the September Ranch subdivision, 
saying, ". wouldn't really call it a cap_ What I would call it is a target it Under CEQA. 
that t:1pproach is not acceptable. The EIR must reasonably investigate and analyze the 
impacts of providing water toa project. Without an effective and enforceable limit, the 
EIR must investigate the potential impacts of exceeding the amount estimated in the 
EIR 

The record shows thaUhe Water District would accept only a "per home site· 
consumption limit it A "per home site consumption limit" was also recommended by the 
Water Resources Agency. However, a per home site consumption limit was not 
imposed by the County in 2006, and is not proposed to be imposed by the County in 
this DREIR. 

The Superior Court agreed that the County's "cap" on water demand was not 
enforceable. (Final Decision, dated April 30, 2008, p. 36.) The Superior Court held that 
the cap was not SUbstantial evidence to support the conclusion that the water demand 
would not be exceeded. (Ibid.) However. the County has not changed the conditions 
imposed in 2006 and rejected by the Superior Court. 

On remand. the County appears to have abandoned its claim that the County 
would place an enforceable cap on September Ranch water demand. Instead, it 
appears to place all the burden of monitoring the subdivision's water use on the 
MPWMD, which has not agreed to that burden, an(j is not funded or staffed for that 
burden, and has no mandatory duty to enforce the limit The County has not imposed 
funding mechanisms to fund MPWMD enforcement. 

It is unclear what the County is proposing in the DREIR. Exactly what is the 
County proposing to do, and what tasks is it proposing that the MPWMD carry out? 
Has the MPWMD agreed to the additional work? Has the County incorporated all of the 
MPWMD's conditions and mitigations into the project? If not, how can the County 
require the MPWMD to have the duty of enforcing what the County should be 
enforcing? . 

As the Supreme Court has held,the County and the EIR must assume that the 
entire project will be built out. Choosing not to build out certain portions of a project is 
not an adequate EIR methodology for mitigating the impacts. Therefore, the approach 
urged by the DREIR (p. 27, first paragraph, especially underlined sentence) is not a 
valid approach under CEQA. The proposed pro rata expansion policy would not be 
effective in many scenarios, as the County Water Resources Agency determined long 
ago, as shown in the County records for this project. (See, e.g., July 10, 2006 email 

. from Tom Moss, Water Resources Agency. to Laura Lawrence, County planner.) 
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Further, the pro-rata expansion proposed by the County (p. 27) has already been -
found inadequate by the Superior Court. Even if the early development lives within its -
EIR's water estimates, there is no guarantee that, post-build(;mt, all units will be 
occqpied, and consumption will exceed the estimated 57.21 AFY. At that point, it 
appears the County would have no role in ensuring that the subdivision stayed within 
the water demand estimate as shown in the EIR. Is this correct? If so, why? It 
-appears that the County wants to push full speed ahead to give the land use approvals 
of the project, and then abdicate any enforcement responsibility for the .resulting project 
~'~.~-:.c:,.....' .. ': ~~:~~.: ~~_~_: _ ":'~...,.:' _" ._"- "_~ .. _ . .......: • •.. . ._~. ~. 

To the extent the County argues that the water use data from the MPWMD 
permits is not reliable because it is permitted water use as opposed to actual water use, 
the County is essentially admitting that the proposed September Ranch "cap" (condition 
45) is also not meaningful because the "cap" would be based on the "proposed total 
fixture count for each lot" (ibid). The now-discredited 2006 Final EIR tried to distinguish 
the MPWMD water permit data for Quail Meadows "[b]ecause the permitted numbers 
db not reflect actual consumption data" and "the County believes the permitted 
quantities have limited relevance to predicting demand at other subdivisions." But that 
position is inconsistent with the County's "cap" (condition 45) on September Ranch, 
which is based purely on fixture unit count. Fixture unit count is the basis for permitted 
usage. The County wants it both ways: to reject actual permitted water use (based on 
MPWMD fixture units) from nearby Quail Meadows because the numbers are higher 
than the County would like for its September Ranch analysis, but to rely on theoretical 
fixture unit permitted usage for its September Ranch "cap~" 

The County has the authority to regulate, monitor. and control water use on 
September Ranch. There is no reason the County cannot and should not assume 
responsibility for doing so. Instead, the County proposes to make the MPWMD do the 
work. However, the County has no ability to require MPWMD to take discretionary 
enforcement action under MPWMD rules. For that reason alone, the DREIR fails to 
adequately mitigate the water demand by placing an effective limit. 

The County should monitor September Ranch water use during buildout to 
ensure existing cOhnectioJls"are note)(ceeding their individual water use as'estab!ished 
by the MPWMD permits based on fixture units and landscape estimates. The DREIR 
does not propose any such monitoring or mitigation. -

The DREIR does not investigate or discuss oversight and enforcement authority 
of water use after buildout is completed. This is a glaring omission. The County should 
have the affirmative duty in perpetuity to oversee and enforce water use, to ensure that 
the water use does not exceed the 57.21 AFY analyzed in the EIR. 

The County should require the applicant to record a deed restriction on each 
September Ranch parcel specifying that the parcel will be subject to strict water use 
limits that are enforceable by the County at any time, and further specifying that the 
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Subdivision is held to an enforceable limit of 57.21 AFY. ·The deed restriction should 
further specify that the water use limits can and will be enforced by a flow restrictor· 
placed under the County's authority, and that the property owner agrees to such 
restriction. The deed restriction should further specify that enforcement costs will be 
billed to the property owner and will be collected, with interest, along with attorney fees 
for any enforcement litigation. 

As a mitigation and condition, the County should ensure that it hasi'easonable . 
. access to the gated community anoto the water meters of each of the parcels: 

As mitigation, the County should require an annual report to be filed with the 
County, specifying all the same information as shown in the DREIR{p. 28) to be 
included in a report to be filed with MPWMD. The report should be a public record. 
This report would also expand County knowledge of actual water use, so the County 
does not continue to ignore it, or pretend it does not have such data. 

As additional mitigation, the County should compile the information it obtains 
from September Ranch, Canada Woods, Santa lucia Preserve, and other subdivisions 
. into a watershed-wide report on water use that is presented to the County Board of 
Supervisors. The County would have the affirmative duty to present the raw data and 
analysis of the data in the annual report. 

What does this DREIR sentence at page 28 mean? 

MPWMD's general manager will compile this information 
into a District-wide report that will be presented to MPWMD's 
Board of Directors. 

There is no support cited for the claim. What import does it have for the County 
or the DREIR? Is there a current obligation for the MPWMD general manager to take· 
this action? 

vVhat does this DREJRsentence at page 29 mean? 

All individual Water Pern1its will include water limits for 
indoor use. 

There is no support cited for the claim. The sentence is very misleading, and it is 
wrong. Individual water permits issued by the MPWMD do not "include water limits for 
indoor use." There is no cap for interior use proposed in this DREJR. The DREIR 
should disclose that. . 

As to the claimed "limits on outdoor water use," what about seasonal limits? 
• What about the impact of drought years? 
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• Is there any flexibility or discretion in enforcement? 
• Who enforces the limits on "outdoor water use"? 
• Is that enforcement discretionary? 
• Would the September Ranch lots of less than 10,000 square feet have 

outdoor water use limits? If not, why not? 
• What steps would be mandatory, by what entity, ita lot of less than 

10,000 has extraordinarily high water use, far exceeding the estimated 
use? 

The County should require·individual planning and building permits with a 
maximum water use (interior and exterior combined) that the County would enforce, to 
ensure the subdivision stays within the estimated 57.21 AFY use. 

The County should strictly limit the issuance of building permits by monitoring 
permitted and actual water use for te September Ranch subdivision. The County 
should track whether the existing connections are exceeding - either individually or 
collectively - their permitted amounts. 

The MPWMO's process (p. 29) allows the first 50% of the allowed connections a 
carte blanche as to the water use they request and obtain. It is only the second 50%, at 
most, that might be subject to limitation. To preventthis inequity, the County should 
place a maximum water use for each parcel. Otherwise, the first 50% can obtain a 
disproportionate amount of the estimated total water use for the subdivision. The per
parcel use limitation would be strictly enforced by the County at the planning and 
building phases, and in perpetuity. 

The MPWMO's Pro Rata Expansion Capacity process would allow a system to 
exceed its Pro Rata capacity. The DREIR does not discuss these potential impacts. 
Further, the MPWMO's discretionary actions under its rules are not enforceable by the 
County. 

The MPWMO does not have funding for additional enforcement of conditions. 
As stated earJierin this comment letter,the County should· impose a mitigation of a 
$100,000 escrow account to fund enforcement In the event that the amount drops 
below a minimum (say, $10,000) there should be an automatic procedure, such as an 
impound account or other County collection procedure that does not cost the MPWMO 
any additional resources, which deposits additional funds into the escrow account 
Unless it is funded, the enforcement will not happen. 

Additionally, there is no evidence that the MPWMD has the ability to inspect a 
gated subdivision without express permission from the owners. How are MPWMD 
inspectors going to be able to get past the locked gate and guardhouse? How are the 
inspectors going to get access to the properties that have exceeded limits? 
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_ Even if the MPWMD could get on the property. what legal obstacle stand in the 
way of the MPWMD enforcement? Would each oOhe September Ranch pr()perties 

- have a recorded deed restriction stating that the MPWMD is allowed on site at any time, 
and may inspect interior fIXtures at anytime. and may place a flow restrictor at any 
time? As a mitigation, the County should Consider such a deed restriction as a -
condition of approval. 

Even iftheMPWMD had enforcementability~which wateruse limits would the 
MPWMD enforce? Would it be the MPWMD-permitted limit for the -home? A single -
County-established limit for all parcels? A County-established limit for each individual 
parcel? When would those limits be established, and with what public review? Would 
the MPWMD enforce exterior use, or interior use, or both? -

How would the MPWMD know which properties are the ones that are exceeding 
their limit? The annual water use report would hide actual addresses, and report the 
data under an anonymous number, the same as the Monterra and Tehama reports 
(e.g., Market Rate 1, Market Rate 2, etc.). The County should impose a mitigation 
requiring the report to include actual street addresses and assessors parcel numbers. 
This EIR should consider this mitigation, and investigate and disclose its legality under 
the applicable statutes and rules (for example, the Public Utilities Commission and 
others). 

Further, at best the MPWMD gets the information a year out of date, so it would 
not be able to effectively enforce. The MPWMD is a very busy public agency with a 
wide range of significant statutory duties. In addition to its existing duties, it cannot be 
expected to spend the time needed to enforce the County's obligations. 

The DREIR analysis of Hidden Hills is out of date as of the release date of the 
DREIR The MPWMD allowed applications in the pipeline to continue the development 
process. By so doing, the capacity limit could be exceeded. The EIR preparer should 
investigate and disclose the actions process and current status. 

--. As to Ryan Ranch, the DREIR fails to disclose thatthe MPWMD was sued by 
Cal Am for the M~WMD enforcement action on Ryan Ranch. Further, the DREIR -
report of "several meetings" held by the MPWMD is meaningless. Meetings do not 
enforce limits. 

During and after buildout, the MPWMO's enforcement of water' permits is 
discretionary. See, for example, the multiple uses of the term "may" in the description 
of the MPWMD authority on DREIR page 31. 

What water demand limits would the MPWMD going to enforce - the permitted 
limit, a per capita limit, or something ~Ise. and if so, what? Would there be allowances 
for children. pets. landscaping. water features, or residents with special needs? On 
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what basis. and using what parameters. would the MPWMD choose which property to 
enforce? If the water treatment system loses an extraordinary amount of water due to 
poor management or mechanical failure, would that amount be held against the 57.21 
AFY system cap? In that event, how would the MPWMD choose to enforce the cap, 
and against which users, and in what order? 

The DREIR makes the remarkable and unsupported-claim that U[t]he County's 
water use enforcement authority begins with the issuance of the Illjilding permit" (p. 32). 
That is not accurate. The.County's.wafer, use enforcemenf:aull1otlt}'-begins at the 
subdivision approval process. The low level of the County's understanding of water 
throughout the 10-year EIR process is evidence that the County does not understand 
and does not property execute its water use enforcement authority. The EIR analysis is 
where the County's water use enforcement authority begins. It continues through 
County denial or_ approval of the subdivision. If the County approves the project, as the 
County staff has repeatedly tried to make happen. then the County as mitigation can 
adopt specific enforceable water use limits, and strict enforcement tools. The- County's 
water use enforcement authority can continue at the planning stage. The County can 
require a specific maximum fixture count with each planning submission for planning 
approval. The County should do so here, as mitigation. Otherwise, the early buyers 
can use a disproportionate share of the available water; and the later buyers can be 
denied water use._ 

As mitigation, and to prevent future property owners from making takings claims 
against the County or the MPWMD, the County should require deed restrictions for aU . 
September Ranch parcels that disclose the water limits on each use and on the 
subdivision, and that disclose the strict affirmative duty of the County to take immediate 
steps to control water use. 

As further mitigation, the County should adopt a condition that requires the 
September Ranch-to eliminate all non-residential water use immediately-if and when 
the system water limit exceeds 57.21 AFY. 

The-County's purported 57.21 AFYsystem limit should specifywhethetit is"a 
calendar year or water year. Further, if partway through the year the County sees clear
trends that show that the water use will go over the limit, the County should be required 
to take prompt action before the limit is exceeded, to prevent the exceedance. 

Proposed condition PBDSP033 should state that all costs for investigation and 
enforcement of the water use, as a part of the investigation of the need for a flow 
restrictor, will be charges to the property owner of the low subjected to the action. 

Proposed condition PBDSP033 does not place a duty on the County to do 
anything with the information provided by the property owner. 
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As to proposed condition PBDSP033 and an other proposed conditions and 
mi.tigations, as well as those that this letter suggests the County assume, there is a 
fundamental problem. The County has repeatedly argued that·it does not have an 
affirmative duty to do anything, even under a statute. For example, in Guzman v. 
County of Monterey (2009) 46 Cal.4th 887-> the County argued that it did nothave an 
affirmative duty under an existing statute to do anything with water reports that showed 
a serious public health and safety fisk. 

~. Pages 32 and 33 of the DREIR variously talk abouUhe "buyer," the "property 
owner" and "the lot purchaser." Are these all the same persons - the future owners of 
properties within the September Ranch subdivision? If so, the DREIR should be 
amended to clarify this; . 

On page 33 of the DREIR, the paragraph beginning with the words "As part of 
this process" ("Paragraph") is inaccurate and makes several misrepresentations about 
the statutory requirements of the Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (CeR, 
§ 490 et seq.). Several oHhe more serious misstatements are identified below. 

Section 492.3 lists six required elements of a landscape Documentation 
Package, and the Paragraph identifies only five of those requirements. The omitted 
requirement that should have been included is that the landscape Documentation 
Package must include the "project information" as described in section 492.3, 
subdivision (a)(1). 

The Paragraph incorrectly represents section 492. 1. That section states that a 
local agency shall take five actions prior to construction. The Paragraph identifies only 
two of those actions, one of which the Paragraph mischaracterizes. The Paragraph 
indicates that the local agency must approve the Package, which is not correct 
because, as stated in subdivision (a)(3), the local agency must "approve or deny" the 
landscape Documentation Package. 

The Paragraph also mischaracterizes the requirements of section 492.7 in its 
.- ,-,daimthat the-iands·eaping irrigation system "are·designed to ensure compliance with 

the lot's individual MAWA allotment." SectionA92.7, subdivision (K), requires that the 
irrigation system meet, at a minimum, "the irrigation efficiency criteria as described in 
Section 492.4 regarding the Maximum Water Allowance," not the "individual MAWA 
allotment." The DREIR does not mention of any steps to ensure compliance with an 
"individual MAWA allotment." . 

What does the DREIR mean by the "individual MAWA allotment"? The MPWMD 
estimates water use under the MAWA methodology, but it is not an "allotment" that is 
enforceable. Is the County intended to enforce the property's exterior water use to stay 

) within MAWA figure used by the MPWMD to issue a permit? If so, how should the 
/ 
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County enforce it? If not, the DREIR should investigate the potential impacts of the lots' 
exceeding their MPWMD MAWA estimates. 

The Paragraph erroneously claims that the plans must be signed by an "irrigation 
consultant ... or other applicable landscape professional." Section 492. 7, subdivision 
(F)(b )(7), requires the signature of a "licensed landscape architect, certified irrigation 
design~r, licensed ·Iandscape contractor. or any other person authorized to design an 

. irrigation system." Nowhere does the statute refer to a "irrigation consultant" or "other 
applicable-landscape. pri)fessioflat" '. '. -; " .' .... ~ . 

After the Landscape Documentation Package process is complete and the 
County has approved it. there is no proof that the landscape will stay consistent with the 
approved plans. or that the water use will stay within an estimate. How will the County 
enforce landscaping on September Ranch lots in perpetuity? The County has never 
done that. 

Condition 45 addresses September Ranch water demand. What is the 
difference between September Ranch's water use and water use on the property 
(condition 146)? It appears that system losses are not included in "water use on the 
property." Please clarify. 

As can be seem from the many critical questions that the DREIR leaves 
unanswered, the County's unwillingness and inability to enforce the water cap renders 
the EIR analysis meaningless. 

THE PROPOSED CONDITIONS ARE UNENFORCEABLE, UNRELIABLE, 
. AND INEFFECTIVE AS CEQA MITIGATIONS. 

The EIR should quantify and present the information about the unprecedented 
reductions in County budgets and code enforcement personnel over. the past few years. 
Under CEQA, the effectiveness of mitigations that require contributions to a program 
fUhd must be analyzed for the effectiveness of the program. Similarly, the ElR cannot 
rely on enforcement by the County without an analysis of the effectiveness of those 
enforcement programs. Reductions in funding and staff have a directimpact on the 
County's ability to enforce the conditions it places on land use appfovals. 

Further. the multiple reorganizations oUhe pJanningand building department -
and the shuttling of code enforcement responsibility. either in part or in whole, back and 
·forth between various' departments over the past several years - means that the 
enforcement of any conditions. and the understanding by future staff of the importance 
of complying with the specific mandates of each condition, is highly questionable. This 
is not a case where the County has a good record of enforcing conditions. The 
County's own files show a pattern and practice of failing to enforce key EIR conclusions 
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and assumptions, as well as failing to enforce conditions of approval. As one example, 
the Moro Cojo subdivision approvals were premised on the 100% afford ability of the" 
project in perpetuity - but the County failed to impose conditions of approval that 
effectively enforced that afford ability in perpetuity, and when sued by homeowners. 
backed off the requirement Enforcing a single condition ona single subdivision some 
7 years ago is a dismal record. The EIR should address how the County will enforce 
these September Ranch conditions in an effective, thorough •. and accountable way. 

The hallmark of the County Code Enforcement Ordinance is the County's 
discretionary authority to take any action. In the existing County Code, the County has 
no mandatory duty to bring an enforcement action under any setting. The County . 
records show the County's track record in code enforcement. As one example, in . 
recent years the County randomly closed hundreds of unresolved code enforcement 
files, apparently to reduce the amount of work it had to do. The matters were not 
resolved before the files were closed. It appeared that the County simply felt 
overwhelmed by the amount of code enforcement files it had, and closed the files to 
reduce its workload. 

The EIR preparer should investigate and disclose the County's code 
enforcement funding, staffing, and the number of open files, and the time each file 
takes to resolve. These categories of information should be provided for the current 
day, as well as for the last ten years. That information will better show that County's 
ability to enforce water limits at September Ranch. 

The County's claims about its code enforcement process are inaccurate, based 
on County records. In many instances, the County does not record a notice of code 
violation against a property, even where a violation exists. Orthe County may record 
the notice against the wrong property (see, e.g., Carlsen Estates). Or the County may 
eventually record a notice of violation against the correct property, but then authorize 
the removal of the recorded notice of violation for no apparent reason, and while the 
code violation remains unresolved (see, e.g., Carlsen Estates [two 50,000 gallon water 
tanks constructed without permits; open County code enforcement file since March 

. ,1999; County removed 'recorded notice of code¥iolation in order-to remove an obstacle. 
to County approval of a subdivision application for the site]). ' 

Further, where the County inspector does not find a code violation. the files are 
closed to the public (the County considers them not to be public records), and the 
public has no way of knowing what, if any, investigation was performed and on what 
basis no violation was found. In those cases, the Code does not provide an appeal 
process for the public to follow. That process would make it impossible for the public to 
hold September Ranch parcels accountable, because the County's discretionary 
determinations would be secret. 
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The DREIR discussion at the bottom of page 34 and top of page 35 is 
misleading. A discretionary determination by the Board "as to whether [the) water 
supply is adequate for that phaseD, is not relevant. Water supply isa different issue 
from the determination of whether the water cap has been or will be exceeded .. Does 

. the Board have the discretion to det~rminethat the 57.21 AFY water estimate has been 

. exceeded? Under what authority? 

.. . The Board maynot deny the final map unless the County requires it as a binding 
." .,._' <0 ...••.• - condition at this Slage:Jrthete jsno.binding condition now,.c311:the.Board-deny:the 

final map? Please provide the authority and supporting references for your response .. 

. The EIR should propose a binding mitigation giving the County the authority and 
mandatory duty to review quarterly water use reports at any point and to deny the final 
map for any phase of th~ project if the project's water demand is exceeding the· 
estimates on which the MPWMD water permits were based. 

Does the Board have the authority to increase the Uwater supply"? Does the 
Board have the authority to determine that the water situation is adequate, even where 

. the actual water use shows that the 57.21 AFY is or will be exceeded? 

Even if the County does not have discretion to authorize the September Ranch 
project to exceed the 57.21 AFY estimate, the County could choose not to act 
affirmatively to keep the water demand at or below that 57.21 AFY. In that way, the 
County would allow the project to exceed the estimate without directly authorizing it to 
do so. Under the County's discretion, that is a foreseeable scenario. 

Further, the county's process for approving conditions of approval is haphazard 
at best, and·in many cases undocumented and unreliable. The County planners have 
informed our Office that there is no mandatory County procedure for Signing off on 
conditions of approval. In some cases a planner signs off, in other cases a land use 
technician signs off. Many of the land use technicians have a high school degree,' at 
best They are not trained in interpreting conditions of approval, many of which are , 
custom, highly complex, and specific to;a particular subdivision due to particular issues. 

We have asked to review the County's documents that document the conditions 
of approval. The planners have told us·that there is no required procedure for that 
. documentation. Some County staff keep a manual folder of their signing off on various 
approvals. We have reviewed several of those folders. Some of those folders include 
only the signing off, and not the documentation that should support the County's 
sign off. Other County staff "sign off' on conditions on the project's Permits Plus file in 
the County computer by putting their initials next to each condition as a "signoff. It In 

. most cases, each condition's signoff does not have associated documentation. In other 
words, there is no record of what, if any, reference or evidence the County staff used to .~ 

. sign off on each condition, or' whether that staff person had adequate authority or j 
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expertise to sign off on it Within the past eight weeks, senior County planners have 
informed our Office that the County does not have· policies requiring written 
documentation prior to land use conditions being signed off, or written paper 
documentation (other than initials in the computer file) of signoff by County staff. 
Further, the County does not have policies or procedures in place to prevent staff 
without adequate expertise from signing off on conditions of approval. . 

There is no accountability as to the County's signing off on land use conditions of 
---=, approval. The public never knows about it until it is too late forthe public to do -

anything, and at that point the public has no recourse to hold the County accountable 
underCEQA. 

As to the claims about water system enforcement, there .is no evidence that the 
system will be metered or that customers will be charged for their water use on a tiered 
structure. The County should require both (rnetering and tiered water rates) as 
mitigations. Otherwise, the project could exceed its water estimates shown in the EIR. 

The DREIR's discussion of Clovis is not relevant. Clovis is very dissimilar to the 
proposed September Ranch subdivision. The median household in Clovis in 2007 was 
$59,825. The estimated home value in 2007 was $454,000. Ten percent of its 
residents live in poverty. In an area like Clovis, water costs make a big impact on water 
use. That is not true in the wealthier areas of the Peninsula, as County records show. 

The top MPWMD water users, as published in the Monterey County Herald some 
years ago, are primarily in Pebble Beach and Carmel Valley. For property-owners with 
significant discretionary income, paying thousands of dollars on a monthly or yearly 
basis is meaningless. and does not change their water use. In September Ranch. the 
lots will go for $1 million or more, using lots in the neighboring Tehama and Quail 
Meadows subdivisions as comparisons. The occupants of the market rate homes will 
have median household incomes in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Under the 
circumstances, water costs will not make any difference on water demand. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

No certified environmental document supports the DREIR claim that the Rancho 
Canada project would result in a net decrease in water use. The Rancho Canada 
project Draft EIR was withdrawn by the project applicant because it was grossly 
inaccurate. The Rancho Canada project would not include the removal of the Rancho 
Canada Golf Course. as the DREIR incorrectly claims. without citation. The Rancho 
Canada project analysis should be corrected. 

The cumulative impact analysis also fails to include all foreseeable projects, as 
well as other approved but not yet built out projects, including Quail Meadows (including 
hotel and other commercial uses). Tehama. Quintana. Carmel Valley Ranch estate lots. 
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Robles del Rio expansion, and the special treatment areas under the proposed GPU5 
(the 2007 General Plan update). 

Table 5.1 is misleading because it only identifies estimated demand, not actual 
demand. Where actual demand is not available, the MPWMD water permits would be 
far better estimates of actual demand than the.EIR estimates~ The County's EIR 
estimates are grossly inaccurate, as addressed elsewhere in this letter and our earlier 
co.mments to the. County onthis project. There is no data in the OREIR's Supporting 
Docunientsthat supports:any of the.claims·iri Table 5.1 or lhecumufafive impacts . 
discussion. . 

NEW INFORMATION FROM THE STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
REQUIRES RECIRCULATION OF THE DREIR. 

The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Division of Water Rights 
did not receive a copy of the DREIR from the County. The SWRCB Division of Water 
Rights did not receive the DREIR until last week. As a result, it has had inadequate 
time to review and comment on the DREIR. That agency has authority over water 
rights and water use, and is particularly interested in the Carmel River and its environs. 

State Water Resources Control Board ChairTam Dodue sent a strongly worded 
letter to the County regarding September Ranch project during the County's past 
review. The County ignored that letter. On August 31, 2009 and September 8, 2009 
the State sent two strongly worded letters to the County and the MPWMD .regarding two 
other projects' impacts on· the Carmel River, Carmel Valley Aquifer, and the Carmel 
Lagoon. The State has released a draft Cease and Desist order to Cal Am,· and 
appears ready to adopt a final version in the near future. 

The issues raised in the State's letters and the proposed Cease and Desist 
Order are either not addressed or inadequately addressed in the September Ranch 
project's draft EIR, which has not been certified by the County. These issues are 
significant new information that require recirculation of the entire EIR for the project. 

.. ~.'" '.-.. ."."", 

There are many issues raised in the State's letters that are relevant to the 
County's September Ranch review, and the County and EIR preparer should review the 
letters carefully. As examples, we identify some of the relevant issues here. 

In commenting on a proposed MPWMD water distribution permit for a 
subdivision, the State was concerned about the County's approval of homes without 
any considerations of size or potential water use. (September 8, 2009 letter, p. 2.) The 
State recognized that if the County acts in this way, then the actual water demand could 
far exceed the estimated use in the environmental documentation. That is what would 
happen with September Ranch: the County would approve homes without any 
considerations of size or potential water use. 
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The State.is also concerned about the MPWMD's ability to enforce a production 
limitfor a water distribution system~ (September 8, 2009 letter, p. 3.) The State -
addresses its concerns in detail; That is what would happen with September Ranch: -
the MPWMD would have difficulty enforcing a maximum water use limit, and the County 
would have no mandatory duty to enforce a limit. ' 

The State is also concerned about the public agency's permitting or otherwise 
allowing additional diversions from the Calinel River asilicOnsistent with the public trust 

_ .,~ doctrine. (September8, 2009 letter. p.4.) The County is an agency responsible for the 
public trust resources in the Carmel River. The September Ranch project would 
remove water that currently contributes to the-Carmel River and the Carmel Valley 
aquifer. . 

This project's impacts would cause the River to go dry farther upstream than 
currently, as shown by the uncontradicted evidence of Dr. Hubert Morel-Seytoux. 
Allowing that action would be inconsistent with the public trust doctrine, as the State 
has pointed out. 

The State also stated that the findings of significance identified in its letter "are 
applicable to any and all projects with a water supply component within the Cal Am 
water service area within the ... Carmel Valley ... or individual projects within the 
Carmel Valley not within the Cal-Am service area." (September 8, 2009 letter, p. 6.) 

The County has stated in the past that the September Ranch subdivision would 
use Cal Am water for fire suppression. If SOj then the subdivision would increase 
demand on Cal Am system by over 2.5 AFY. Condition 59 of the County's past 
approvals required fire suppression water which "shall be in addition to the domestic 
demand and shall be-permanently and immediately available": 22 inclusionary units at a 
minimum of 4900 gallons each, 73 market rate units at a minimum of 5800 gallons 
each, and in some cases, more could be required. This additional amount - over 2.5 
AF - is directly contradictory to the State's positions as stated in the past by SWRCB 
Board Chair Tam Doduc, and on August 31, 2009 and September 8, 2009 in comment 
letters to the MPWMD and County. -

If the September Ranch subdivision would not use Cal Am water for fire 
suppression, _ then the water for fire suppression wouid come from the September 
Ranch system, and it has not been accounted for in this DREIR. This DREIRadmils 
that Condition of Approval 40 prohibit September Ranch from being served by Cal-Am. 
(See p. 26, fn. 37.) Please explain why the DREIR water production totals do not 
include water for fire suppression. Otherwise, the DREIR should require the September 
Ranch project to be de-annexed from Cal Am's service boundaries as a mitigation. 

The fir~ suppression system should have its own water meter, for accountability. 
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. Sierra:Glub Comments on Re.citculated PortioilOf20()e)· $eptemb.erRgnchRevis$GjeU~ 
Sept¢mber2~; .2oo~ . . .' 
.Pag~98 

Efiqh lt~~at the $qilgfivisioo -;.im~luding.the.e.~ue~:ttiaFr£,~nteri and the; Ji)arns''-'' 
sh()utqbav~a"$~parat~'W?fef'metet. Therei$,rtb'Water ~stim.at~~' 'iJjtheefRf(jrth~~: 
guardhousecatthe:~ate~ IHheFeisto.ne ,aguardhouse. this waier shoUldhieincfuded. 

sUMMARY 

. F()tfJIJlh¢s~,rea$'9rI~. toe EIR qiscussionQfallw~~¢.rlmpa¢tsmustbe. revised 
and recircutated for public comment. 

;.":..; .~"... - .. ~-'-.'.' -;'- .. --.-:-...:: 

(1)f1p¢halfbfthe'~ierra.C.lul)~ thank you f6t the.opp(:jrtqnitytQ,¢omrn~hh)t:I tbe 
mostrecentenvironmental d.ocuments for the 8eptembef~a.·nqtlptQjt;iqt .... . 

.. ,' .• ' .. \ ..... " ....... ~' ... . . . ' .. : - . . .. ': '., '. >-~. ," . ," '", .. 
. ., . . 

Michael W. Stamp 

Attachments: 

A. Kennedy Jenks Technical Memorandum No.6, Revision No. 3, dated 11 July 
2006 (e}(cerpts) . 

B. Macomber Estates - before and' after photo 
C. . COllnWVVaterResoutces Agency staffTdm Moss email to County planner Laura 

Lawrenee, dated July 10; 2006 . . . 
D. MPWMD water permits ~- 5/03/06 to 8/22/06 
E. City Data 200Tstatistics on Clovis, california 

: F. . State VVater Resources ·Control Board's Water Quality ConfrolBoarCiietteito 
MPWMD. dated September 8, 2009 
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TecbfijcA:}I:MemtJral1duhl No. 6, Revislon No .. 3' 

To: JennIfer H~der and Scott Shapito (DB) 

l'r~)Jn: S achi ltagalti(KIJ) 

C§: . . Ja~onBrandman(MB~ 
.Stil>j'ett:PQte~tialCumulative Impacts to Cannel River Flow as a Resillt of the Sept em her 

Ran¢h Proj¢ctand OilierPlai1nedProject~dnthe Cannel V~Uey . 

1. Background and Introduction 

This memorandum is prepared asa follow-oti. to Kermeq.y/Jei1k:s Consultants' 
(I<.e~edy/JenkS) prelimil1ary assessrnentof possible reduction of groundwater recharge into the 

. Ca,nnelRiveras a result onhe SepteIilber Ranch ProjectdeI)J,and. Tlieassessrnentisdone in 
respP"fiSetopub.liccornili¢nts on the Hydtology se~tion9ftlleRevis~d,ElR Thefollowillg 
s~_aryof' results arc.to supplement Kcm1edy/Jenks' Project Specific Hydrogeologic Report -'
Sep~einberRanchProject, Carmel, California issued as final on 23 December 2004andtevised 
mFehruary 200.6 (Revised Report). The revised report includes adi~pussion ofthepotential 
monthly impact~ to the Cwmc1 River asaresult oftheSeptemberRanchproject. 

The discussion that follows in Section 3belowadjlpts the evaluation of potential 
·montltly impacts' to theCarrh.el River from only the S~pternber R.anch project and includes the. 
impact ~f proj~ct$that had been identified prior to the issuance of the Notice ofPr¢paratioil 
(NOP) for the Revised Dhift Environmentalltnpact Report (RDElR) for the. September Ranch 
Project on 31 January 2063. An Qriginal.cumulative impacts·analysis Was· done in February 2006. 
This revised analysi~ is done to reflect changc::s in futtlrc development as identified by the 
.lV~Qnterey Couuty Planning Departlllcntas well as addingaWY 2001 nonnai water year· 
analysis, in addition to \VY 199(5 in response to comments fromMPWMD. 

2:-Summary orAnalysisfor PotentiaOmpacts from orfiySeptember 
Ranch 

A detailed discussion of the Monthly Analysis of Potential Flow Reduction to 
Cannel River is included in the Revised Report and in Technical Memorandum No.5, A 
summary is provided below. 

EXHIBIT fA. ,q.( ~ 1 
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I(ennedv/Jenl<s Consultants 

TecbnitalMemorandutnNo. 6, Rev. 3 
11J111Y ~Q06 
Pa,ge5 . 

3~Afialy.sis.fbr'Potentlal C1;IIl1uliltiV¢.lmp:;Jcts fre>ptSeptember R~"cft 
~rtdOfh:erpr,O,pos¢dPt9j~¢f~ .... . . . .. 

Jll o:td~rtQe.valt1ate thep()t~uHal ~umwC!,tiye impacts of September Ranch and 
other··ptoposedpt()jects:jthef.Qll?\vi~~p:iethqdwa&··1i~e,d: 

• Evaltlate watetd~tnandrequiternents,ofa<1qiti()nal.pr,()jects,a$:-pT{)yided-byMonterey 
Cpuuty 

• Evaluatepump1llg reqrtitem,efitsohtheCV1\aS ~-r~su1t bfihe·iiddiuoual projects 

• It.stililate:Maxim,urnPotentiallIl1paqtby~g difference between spillover \vith·and 
\YithbutSeptembex Ranch tLe.tiiaXifuUiiiCfect~aseiftpotetitiat spUJover \-villi ·September 
Ranchfrdrn.theSRA tot~e eVA) and \"ifupUtlipingrequiremehtsot a.dditional projects 

• Evaluate impacts to the Carmel Rlver 
Each step is described bel()w, 

3.a Wa-t(;!r D¢m~nd~ for Prop~se,d~rQj¢.t:t~ 

M$tereyCounty Plam,lingprovlded a. list dfptoJe¢ts in theCatmel Valley Master 
PlanStitdy Area that were-under consideration by the CQulltyatthe time QftheisSllat1ce of the 
NOT' fQrSeptelIl-lJ~J;Ran.~h. Although the Ioclltimrfo!,:each ofthese.'ptbjects iSi10t precisely 
located dn a map. to be-conservative. itis asslllhedthatiliey all wollldreql,1ir~wat~r fi()m 
SUbunit.:l.of theCVA For some ca~, water demcmd estimates wereproyided; forthoseprojects 
where water demaildeStimates werenotprovided, thefurure count method provided by 
Monterey Peninsula Wat-erMana~ementDistrict (M:PWMD)to estimate water use .and 
connection fees were used. The fixture count method includes a factor ofl.5 to adapt indoor 
water demands froDiwaterusing fixtures to· include water for landscape. 
~ ~-~~--~~----~~~~-------------

I 
The Monterey Courity Planning in,rucated that there are 14 single frunily dwellings 

(SFD) at Quail Meadows that remainto he developed.1YiPVlMDprovided alist of water pemrits 
issued in Quail Meadows that included water allocated to each assessor' ~:parcel Iirim.ber(APN) 

." f and tbellse (new SFD~p.ool;caretaker, fixtures .etci).asshown,in. Appendix A .. :An,avetage 

I demand per APNofO.726 MY for the cOlubined Uses ofnewSFD and other uses assoc~ated 
with the APN wascalcul~ted. This AFYfAPN was then multiplied by the 14 available building 

~ 
I 
I 

I sites for a total of 10.2 .I\FY. The 6 AFY of'waterdeinaIld associated with the conference center 
. that wIIf15e consti1jctetlls ~daea101:lie demand~fOr'theSFD-for a tota:rQuruYMeaaowsestimated---1-'---
~of16.2AFY. _ . 

Asummary of the projects, the number of units proposed, aIld the estimated water 
demand are provided in Table 2 below. 
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Monterey' County Periodic Review . Exhibit SH-

Aerial Photo Time Series - Macomber Estates 
Del Monte Forest Planning Area 

Before 
Subdivision 

1993 Aerial 
Photo 

l\fter 
subdivision 

and 
development 
of homes- . 

2001 
Aerial photo 
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CALIFORNIA 

. COASTAL COMMISSION 
Regional Cumulali\.: 
Assessment Project 

Olla Source: Colloms Coastal Ccmrrisol ... 
/v:til!l Photos d .... " 1993an:l200I. 
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jUpOSGS crty. AIlemptS ....... b_ modo'" 
emu'" co""lt1eness oI1he data; 11011011101 .. ,. 
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From: Moss, Tom8d4Spa. . . 
Sent Monday~ Ju¥ 10; 2Q.Qg·12:43 PM 
10:: . lawrence. Lau~~5148 
S~\'IjQ.et:Rm$ept~mbe( Ran¢b 

laura

lund~~.thef$tswlq.·~foltr.ed:fpQ9~~t~we}qltt*~w.lftb~bUn~¢Othem;hci1!l~:r.yotJt~~vJqQ~,~l')Q~iI)l)illq~1h 
f6ilOWirig·reql)~nf: l?iWltoeacliph$Ci~aP.R1,i:~t$hl;iJt8U~t apJa;n,ifpm!)n$aiinI}JlQw·r~,ug)l:J$bJlll:JmJijfoca.~ 

itig~'§$~!~acf.!1!Ei~-=;~$ 

I beli~m3 rom.weil~ ~bo'Ya.addteSS th~plobtelns Willi YPUf pn>~cd condition ,po l>ItrJ$~~ With r*tard to PJ}DSFOtith 
rclereneeto f':JXtut6\1~i~ inm;ippr~. Froure units ate; lIlultiplied by1hofixh!reupnvmno and~dded101he lmidroaping 
calculation to Dftive atthelota.J ptQpClSed.r~e unit~un4 AlJ wo bllvedis~sstilpn;vJ~usly.Jotso\ler lO~()ODsqu.ueJeetllfi} 
n:q't)ircdt06ubrnit a J~dscnp~g IJWafeibttdgctlr to MPWMD tor 6Pr>tovaL LiiniUngfuntIsOOp1ngro:a maximuJn ~ footage ~ 
not appropriate b¢causetlle wateT ~get is not b2.Sed S91cty OIl square foot!ge. . 

l.d 1l'\~ know ;fyou bave any questions. 

Tom 

--Original Message-
frOM~ laVJreflCet laura ·5~1~ 
Senti Nonday:. JulylOj 200610:25 AN 
To:t-1oSS, Tom Ett.196B 
Cc; Knaster, Alana x5322 
Sul>Jcdt ·RE: ~ptembet R<>och 

Tom: 

.. 

There are a CQupl~ of things, ~t may not 00 fo~blo with your changcs. first. because thehomeswiJlbe custom onench 
.Iot; ~xcept for the inclusionary, ~ wiIJ be Impossible 10 estimate the water use for each Jot prfor' 10 filing the final mapwlth . 
cClCfl pho~. The Jots wiD bo cre~ted long PO(OTe Y/f! know what Will be built on them. The allocation needs to irdude 
System losses as wcll. This was lett out of your version. 

7/1112006 
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MPWMD WatgrPefmits5/03/05~8f22/06 

MontermWflter CQ" -'--M<>t)tetra 
Address 
7571 PaSed' Vista' 
7p9S'B.a~~fj~5;tctDiive . 
75fjl·Pa$@pM~.ta 

. 7£83PaseoVIsia 
15:79PflSBo"vtsta 
757.5?aseoVista 
8t75 Carina 

·7533'·-Y.~tladaViSfgWay 

Lota -r~nama 
7635 Mills Road (Ganada'WQods 
W~terCo~) 

25820. Vi~Mal{laSO (Canada 
W9qq~·W~t~rC(;). ) 

Cal:..Am Water Co. -Quail·M.eadows 

Address 

5469 Qi.Jail Meadows 

5452 Quail Meadows Drive 

5460. Quail Way 
5481Cove:y Court 
5441 Quail Meadows Drive 

Issue Date 
0.5131/06' 

OO/20.J06} 
o.8/22106~ 

92/24/06 
0.1/26/06 

09/26/05 
10114105 
0813010$ 
0~/09105 

o.2/1Q/(j6 

05/0.3/0.5 

Issue Date 

0.9/14/0.5 

0.6/10/0.5 

0.1/0.6/0.6 
0.6/15/0.6 
0.5/17/0.5 

. Acre;.Fe:etorW:aier 
Q~6$J9 

:Q.;"l·fl7· 
'fj;V77' 
O.6t{6 

. (t96.'1: . 
. : .;o:.9i0 . 

O.T~1 
;n;47'~ 

1.465 

1.10,0. 

Acre:,::Feet·ofwater 

1.68.6 

0..7$9 
0..689 
0..750. 
ko.25 

.') 
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Clovis, Clllifor ':A) Dcmiled Profile - relocation, real estate .. travol,jobs, hospitnls. sel1()o .. hltp:/IWWv,r;chwdilru;COllllcity/q, ,-Call fOl'lll(l;hltril 

lofl 

IT'. 

~ 
EO 
~ 

(\\ 

ij' !l i 

.Estimated median househo.ldihcc.me in 2007: $'59,82$ (it was $4:2:,2~l$!n .20QO) 
GJoY!$: ~.$.$Q,a25 . . ...... ' 
Calirornia: ' $5$,948 

Estimated per ccapita incomeih2.007: $26,143 
Clovis; ~.$26,,143 
'C"I'f ' .. " ,,~r,;''''',,;:~,z;.:v'·''''!''''1i?''l'')'--or-··$2·8·:6· 7'8' . a I. orn la. '~Il'i.,0i'ij,,;',.<.!1fi.'.(,\!iW,mi~:li'JIi,.,W'P""X'_"""ii.'011O!\~ '.i" '. 

Estimated median house or condo value in 2007: $354,500 (it was $122,1'00 in 
2000) 
Clovis: ~~ $3.54,500 
C I'f ... ""w.' "m.Y.i""""'i£%1l' '-"'''"""m", :iWl;w'$'S'3' 2' 30'0 a I ornla. "",i"~;;;!f"."',W.;i:i~.§lft~~'?"l'~~~"~ ...... '.' " 

Median gross rent in 2007: $902, 
Percentage of resid'ents living in p0verty in 2P07: 1,0.0% 

~ 
~ 

9124/200910:22 Viv! 
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~ California Regional Water Quality cont.rOI Board ~. 
\;;:;; . Central Coast }legion , , 'WI 

LimJa S. Adams Intemel Addteu: /UIp:/Iwww_ waIeIboards.Cll..cov/ccmralccast 
Secretary J~ 89S AeJiwista Place. Suii.c 101. San Luis Obispo, California 93401 Antold SdnnncD~cr 
Envt,."nme1!lDl Phone (80S) 5490-3147. FAX (80S) S43.o391 Gt1venwt-

hO/eCflOtl 

September 8, 2009 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
Attn: Henrietta Stern. Project Manager 
5 Harris Court. Bldg. G 
P.O. Box 85 
Monterey" CA 93942-0085 

Dear Ms. Stern: 

RESPQNSE TO INITIAL STUDY AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO ADOPT MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION FOR, APPLICATION TO AMEND RANCHO DEL 
ROBLEDO WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, ESQUILINE ROAD AREA, CARMEL 
VALlEY, MONTEREY COUNTY - APPLICATION #20090709RAN 

Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board ~ater Board) staff reviewed the 
August 5, 2009, Notice of Intent to Adopt Mitigated, Negative Declaration and Initial 
Study prepared by the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (District) for the 
Rancho del Robledo Water Distribution System. The project consists of the amendment 
of an existing Water Distribution System (WOS) serving' nine parcels via a well within 
the Carmel Valley Alluvial Aquifer located on an additional parcel adjacent to the Carmel 
River. tn its existing configuration, the WDS provides irrigation water supply for the nine 
parcels and domestic/potable water supply for two of the parcels. Potable water service 
is provided to the other fIVe existing homes within the WDS by California American 
Water Company (Cal-Am). The project proposes annexing an additional parcel into the 
WDS tq provide irrigation and potable service for a potential new home and providing 
potable service for a potential new home on an eXisting ~S parcel that currently only 
receives water for .irrigation. The District is allocating 0.5 acre-feetJyear (afy) for each of 
the two new homes (1.0 afy total). The initial study also includes an additional 
allocation of 1.25 afy for [equestrian] pasture irrigation on'an existing seven-acre WDS 
parcel (-003) that has n9t received irrigation water from the WDS for an unspecified 
time. 

The District is justifying the additional. water allocations of 2.25 afy based on water 
diversion offsets realized due to repairs to the aging WDS resulting in the elimination of 
an estimated 2.42 afy of wasteful system losses (leakage). According to the initial 
Study an additional 1.98 afy of system . losses still exists. The District is also indirectly 
using an estimated 0.19 afy of reduced Cal-Am potable supply usage by the existing 
residences over the past eight years in support of the new allocations. 

Based on an estimated annual average WDS production of 14.74 afy for the past fIVe 
years, the District is proposing an "enforceable production Iimitn of 14.57 afy (14.74 -
2.42 + 2.25) asa condition of the emen~ed WDS permit. Production limits do not 

California Environmental Protection Agency 
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Henrietta Stern 2 September 8, 2009 

currently exist for the WDS which has been in operation since about 1939. The Initial 
. Study··· also indicates. the amended WDS "permit conditions wm require continued 
identification and repair of leaks, . as feasible. II Based on the District's estimates the 
amended WDS permit will result in a net reduction in diversions from the Carmel River . 
of 0.17 aty. 

We are providing comments on thisCEOA document as a responsible agency primarily 
based on our expertise and concemsregarding the beneficial uses of the Carmel River 
and Carmel River Lagoon. Although beneficial uses of the Cannel River and Carmel 
River Lagoon may be impaired by tfie proposed project, we do not have authority over 
the water supply issues causing the impairments and have no approval oversight of the 
project outside of our authority governing waste discharges from the proposed project . 

. 
The Mitigated Negative Declaration and Initial Study fail to provide sufficient· 
mitigation to address significant cumulative offslte environmental impacts to the 
riparian and aquatic habitats of Carmel River and Cannel River Lagoon, and to 
the federally listed steelhead .and California red-legged frogs that are dependent 
on these habitats fortheir'survlval. 

Although the District provides a shott and informed discussion of the well--documented' 
cumUlative impacts water diversions from the Carmel River are having on the public 
trust resources within the Initial Study, we disagree with the "less than significant 
impact" and Ano impact" dete'rminations made within. portions the environmental 
checklist. This is particularly true withiA the Biological Resources section of the 

. checklist. These determinations; appear to be primarily based on the mitigation realized 
by the estimated perTl1anent reduction in ,the WDS diversion from the Carmel River of 
0.17 afy. This is only 7% of the realized WDS offsets due to the elimination of wasteful 
system losses while ·the remaining 93% (2.25 aty) is being handed back to the project 
applicant by the District for new development Additional wasteful losses, not including 
the remaining estimated 1.98 afy of losses, and variability in the District's' estimates 
used to evaluate this project will likely negate the estimated wat~r diversion -reduction of 
0.17 afy. The estimated reduction of 0.17 afy is well within the range of the future 
leakage rate of 13.6% estimated by the District within the Initial Study for the 2.25 afy 
additional allocation (0.1712.25 = 7.6%). This is also within the standard range of 
distribution systems losses of 10%. 

The actual ViC1ter usage for the·two potential homes.is uneel1ain·given the-homes have 
yet to be proposed and will likely be approved by the County without any consideration 
of size or potential water use. The allowable water use for any new home or project 
within the District's boundaries should be based on Rule 24 - Calculation of Water Use 
Capacity and Connection Charges within the District's Regulation II for Permits and not 
a seemingly arbitrary allotment of 0.5 afy per residence. Section A of Rule 24 states. 

1 Monterey Peninsula Water Management District April 1990, Water Allocation Program Final 
Environmental Impact Report and subsequent Mitigation Program Annual Reports; State Water 
Resources Control Board July 6, 1995, Order No. VVR 95-10; State Water Resources Control Board July 
27. 2009, Draft Cease and Desist Order against CaUfomla American Water Company;· National Marine 
Fisheries Service June 3, 2002, report on Instream Row needs for steelhead In the Carmel River. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 
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"Residential Water Use Capacity shall be calculated using a fixture unit methodology 
whereby each water fixture is assigned a fIXture unit value that corresponds to its 
approximate annual Water Use Capacity". Based on our review of the provided CEOA 
document, the District does not appear to have· applied the methodology contained 
within its own regulations to the proposed projecL 

In addition, the District appears to provide mitigation measures in support of the project· 
based on yet to be realized projects by others, namely the District, Cal-Am and the City 
of· Seaside, that would significantly reduce diversions from the Carinel River over time. 
Although ~esepending and· potential projects are significant in the cumulativ~ context 
with regard to Cal-Am's ongoing excess diversions from the Carmel River, they should 
not be used to support individual antJ unrelated projects such as the one in question. - All 
projects should be evaluated on their. relative contribution to (or mitigation of) the 
cumulative impacts on the public trust resources and beneficial uses of the Carmel 
River and Carmel River Lagoon. 

We question the District's ability to effectively enforce the new production limit proposed 
as a condition of the amended WDS permit. It is assumed that the District's -
enforcement authority is primarily based on Rule 20.4 - Permit Rule Noncompliance 
contained within Regulation II and Rule 40 - Determination of System Capacity and 
Expansion Capacity Umits within Regulation IV. Based on our cursory review of these 
rules, the District's enforcement powers appear to be limited 10 theWDS manager's 
ability to control the water use of muJliple property owners and the District's powers to 
record Notices of Non-Compliance against all property owners within the WOS. It is 
unclear what effect these notices will. have on individual water user's .within the WDS 
given Rule 20.4 only appears to allow the District to record a fien against individual 
properties receiving water from an unpermitted WDS. to recover enforcement related 
costs. It is assumed that the Rancho del Robledo WDS will be .a permitted WDS upon 
approval of this project. 

" -

Although approval of the proposed project may not add significantly to the well-
"- documented significant, cumUlative impacts to public trust resources and beneficial 

uses of the Carmel River and Carmel River Lagoon. it certainly does little or nothing to 
reduce the ongoing impacts or provide incentives to reduce the ongoing impacts. The 
initial study states, "The applicant has no control over the actions of other users who 
divert Carmel· Rr'i6i water;""°'lNhat "the· District appears to fail to understand_ or take 
responsibility for is that it does have=ci>ritfoiover-the actions of others who divert Carmel 
River Water. Surely the District can· de> better than provide. a 7% return of estimated 
water diversion offsets back to the Carmel River on any given project. 

Permitting or otherwise allowing additional diversions from the Carmel River 
would be inconsistent with the public trust docbine. 

As stated in the findings of the pending draft cease and desist order against Cal-Am,2 
exempting entitlements from Cal-Am's ongoing excess diversion would be inconsistent 

2 State Water Resources Control Board July 27.2009, Draft Cease and· Desist Order against California 
American Water Company 
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with Cal-Am's duty to protect public trust. resources given the well-documented 
significant ··cumulative impacts on the· public trust resources of.the Carmel River and 
Carmel River Lagoon associated with Cal-Am's ongoing excess diversion ()f water from 
the river. To be certain, this determination is applicable to any public agency with the 
power to approVe water supply-related projects given no party can obtain· a vested right 
to appropriate water in a manner harmful to the uses protected· by the public trust 
doctrine~ Consequently ,allowing increased dewatering of the Carmel River for new 
growth IS incompatible with the Districfs affirmative duty as the lead CEOA agency to 
protect the public trust. 

The ongoing excess diversion of water from the Carmel River by Cal-Am and 
others resulting In significant cumulative impacts to the public trust resources of 
the Carmel River is currently unmitigated. Ongoing diversions by all parties will 
continue to have significant adverse effects on the public trust resources of the 
river and lagoon until alternative supplies· and conservation measures are 
implemented to offset the ongoing diversion. 

Some have argued that the weJl..documented impacts to the Carmel River are being 
mitigated by the implementation of the District's Mitigation Program3 forthe.preservation 
of Cannel RiVer environmental resources. We would . strongly -disagree with this 
argument because the applied mitigation measures4 are merely band-aid approaches 
applied to the symptoms of the real proble~ewatering of the Carniel RiVer due to . 
overdrafting of the alluvial aquifer-and given the riparian and aquatic habitats of the 
Carmel River and Lagoon would likely be unable to sustain a viable steeJhead 
population without them for very long unless water diversions are substantially reduced. 
Although appropriate while diversions are. being reduced, fish rescues, rearing facilities, 
monitoring and ongoing habitat restoration should not be considered as viable mitigation 
measures in support of new projects or long-term solutions to inadequate flows within 
the Carmel River. This is especially pertinent since the lack of flow necessary to sustain 
viable riparian and aquatic habitats is primarily due to the well-documented excess 
diversion of water from the Carmel River by Cal-Am and others. 

It could also be argued that using water offsets generated from conservation efforts for 
new connections or development sufficiently mitigates additional Significant cumulative 
impacts. This argument is flawed because it ignores the real problem and provides no 
incentive for"tliEn;ommunities within Monterey Peninsula and Carmel Valley to develop 

J Developed in. response to the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District April 1990. Water 
Allocation Program· Final Environmental Impact Report Order No. WR 95--10 requires Cal-Am to 
Implement any portion of the Mitigation Program not Implemented by the MPWMD. The MPWMD 
currently Implements the program with funding from fees paid by-Cal-Am's water customers. 

• The Mitigation Program focuses on potential Impacts related to fisheries, riparian vegetation and wildlife, 
and the Carmel River lagoon and includes special status species and aesthetics. Activities required to 
avoid or substantially reduce negative impacts to the environment include irrigation and erosion control 
programs, fishery enhancement programs, estabnshing flaw releases from the existing dams to protect 
the fish and riparian habitat; monitoring water quality, reducing municipal water· demand, and regulating 
activities within the riparian corridor. . 
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the alternative water supplies needed to mitigate the existing significant cumulative 
impacts to the public trust resources of the Carmel River and Lagoon as a result 9f 
overdrafting the Carmel Valley Alluvial Aquifer. .. 

Arguably. offsets·· realized from correcting wasteful losses should not be. used to 
. generate additional water supplies for new growth nor be considered as conservation. 
especially considering the gravity of the significant cumulative impacts due to· 
overdrafting of the Carmel River. Moreover. system losses are generally viewed as 
preventable "waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of diversion" pursuant 
to Water Code Section 100. We are not strictly opposed to the District or others 
providing incentives for conservation in the form of additional wCiter use allocations. for 
new growth derived from realized conservation- offsets.· but only if significant portions of .. 
the offsets (50% or more) are used for the permanent reduction in Carmel· River 
diversions that result in tangible reductions in the significant cumulative impacts to the 
public trust resources and beneficial uses of the Carmel River and Carmel River 
Lagoon. However. providing any portion of conservation offsets -realized within the Cal
Aro water service area for new development or connections within the Cal-Am. water 
$erVice area should not be allowed because Cat-Am is the single largest water diverter 
and· contributor to the significant cumUlative impacts to the public trust resources and it 
has been under order to reduce its diversions since 19955. 

To date, Cal-Am, the District, and Monterey Peninsula communities have apparently . 
failed to develop an alternative water supply or implement conservation measure to 
substantially reduce diversions of water from the Carmel River. As eVidenced by this 
and other projects, the lalter is partly due to the fact that water diversion offsets from the 
Carmel River generated through conservation efforts or elimination of wasteful losses 
are commonly handed out for new development No irony is lost on the fact that of the 
Districfs budgeted expenditures for fiscal year 2009-2010. 57.3% is proposed for 
mitigation, 25.6% is proposed for conservation and 17.1 % is proposed for capital 
projects6

• Many ~of the projects associated with these proposed expenditures are 
assumed to be directly related to the District's implementation of the Districfs Mitigation 
Program for the Carmel River funded by Cal-Am water customers. One would assume 
that shifting more funding towards the development of capital projects (for alternative 
water supplies) and conservation would go a long way in reducing the rnid~ and long
term costs associated with ongoing mitigation. 

The proposed- project may have a significant effect on the environment and a 
mitigated negative declaration is not ~onsistent with the California Environmental 
Quality Act. . 

Findings of significance (not just potential significance) should be required for the 
following items within the environmental checklist: 

• Biological Resources items 4.a, b, c and d. 

S Issued to California America Water Company by the State Water Resources Control Board on July 6. 
1995 for its iIIegal.diversion of water from the Carmel River . ..,~ 
6 District Resolution No. 2009-07 and June 15. 2009 •. Budget Transmittal to the District Board J 
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-Hydrology and Water Quality items 8~a and f. 

.• land Use Planning items 9.b and c. 

• Utilities and Service Systems item 16~d. 

September 8, 2009 

In addition. mandatory findings of significance should be required for items a. and b. 
within section VII. of the Initial Study. . 

We take specific issue with the "rationale for no impact" specified. within the Biological. 
Resources section. discussion for checklist items 4.c and d given that seasonal 

. ---' offsite/downstream impacts within the carmel River and Carmel· River lagoon may 
result from the project due to potential increases in Water diversions. The District's 
rationale only gives credence to potential impacts immediately adjacent to the project 
area and appears to neglect the fact that existing water diversions have Significant 
cumUlative offsite impacts in downstream portions of the river. 

Please note that these findiflgs of. signfficance are applicable to any and all 
projects with a water sup-ply' component within the. Cal-Am water service area 
within the Monterey Peninsula, Carmel Valley and Carmel Highlands or individual 
projects within the Carmel Valley not within the Cal-Am service area. 

All water diversions by Cal-Am and other wat~r users within Carmel Valley contribute to' 
the weJl-documented significant cumUlative impacts to the public trust resources and . 
beneficial uses of the Carmel River and Carmel River lagoon .. Consequently. all 
projects that ·are diverting water from the Carmel RNer, including the alluvial aquifer, 
should be subject to the same findings of Significance regardless of their size and 
relative impact. 

Please forward all future CEQA documents with a water supply component either within 
the Cal-Am water s~rvice area or areas of !he Carmel Valley not within .the Cal-Am 
water service area directly to' this office and the State Water Resources Control Board 
Division of Water Rights at: 

State Water Resources Control Board 
Attn: Kathy Mrowka 
Division of Water Rights 

. 1001 I Street, 14th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

Please do this in addition to checking these agencies off on the UProject Sent to the 
FollOwing State Agenciesn list on the Notice of Completion form. 

In conclusion, the District should be commended on its ongoing implementation of the 
Mitigation Program for the' preservation of Carmel River environmental resources and 
participation in numerous beneficial projects within the County. However. we feel that 
the District's current approach to handing out substantial portions of realized water 
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diversion offsets for new deveropment is in direct conflictwith.its responsibility to protect 
and restore the public trust resources andbenefici~!l uses of the Carmel River and 
Carmel River lagoon. As evidenced by this and other projects, the District appears to 
fall short in asserting its authority over water supply issues for individual projects that 
could result in cumulatively significant improvements in the protection and restoration of 
the public trust resources and beneficial Uses of the Carmel River and Carmel River 
lagoon. . 

If you have any questions regarding this matter. please contact Matthew Keeling at 
(805)549-3685 or mkeeling@waterboards.ca.gov. or Burton Chadwick at 805-542-
4786. . . . " 

Sincerely, 

hTJL-O· ~oger W. Briggs 
Executive OffiCer . 

Paper File: . . 
EledlOnic Fire: S:\NPS\Camle1 River & lagoon\RdRobIedo WDS.doc 
Task Code: 12501 

cc: 

State Water Resources Control Board 
Kathy Mrowka 
Div.ision of Water Rights 
1001 I Street, 14th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95812 
KMROWKA@waterboards.ca~gov 

California American Water 
Jon D. Rubin 
Diepenbrock Harrison 
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 1800 
Sacramento; CA95814 
(916) 492-5000 
jrubin@diepenbrock.com 

State Water Resources Control Board 
Reed Sato 
Water Rights Prosecution Team 
1001 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 341-5889 . 
rsato@waterboards.ca.gov 

Public Trust Alliance 
Michael Warburton 
Resource Renewal Institute 
Room 290, Building D 
Fort Mason Center 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Michael@rri.org 

Sierra Club - Ventana Chapter 
Laurens Silver 
California Environmental Law Project 
P~O:Box 667 
Mill Valley. CA 94942 
(415) 383-7734 
larrysilver@earthlink.net 
jgwill@dcn.davis.ca.us 

Carmel River Steelhead Association 
Michael B. Jackson 
P.O. Box 207 
Quincy. CA 95971 
(530) 28~1007 
mjattY@sbcglobal.net 
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Calif. Sportfishing Protection Alliance 
Michael B. Jackson 
P.O. Box207 
Quincy, CA 95971 
(530) 283-1007 
mjattv@sbcglobatnet 

City of Seaside 
Russell M. McGlothlin 
Brownstein, Hyatt. Farber, Schreck 
21 East Carrillo Stre.et 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(805) 963-7000 
RMcGlothlin@BHFS.com 

The Seaside Basin Watermaster 
Russell M. McGlothlin 
Brownstein, Hyatt; Farber. Schreck 
21 East Carrillo Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(80S) 963-7000· 
RMcGlothlin@BHFS.com 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management 
District 
David C. Laredo 
606 Forest Avenue 
Pacific Grove. CA 93950 
(831) 646-1502 
dave@laredolaw.net 

City of Sand City 
James G. Heisinger, Jr. 
Heisinger, BUc:JL~Morris 
P.O. Box 5427 ,,-
Carmel. CA 93921 
(831) 624-3891 
jim@cannellaw.com 

8 September 8, 2009 . 

Pebble Beach Company 
Thomas H. Jamison . 
Fenton & Keller 
P.O. Box 791 
Monterey. CA 93942-0791 
(831) 373-1241 . 
T Jamison@FentonKeller.com 

City of Monterey 
Fred Meurer. City Manager. 
Colton Hall 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(831) 646-3886 
meurer@ci.monterey.ca.us 

Monterey County Hospitality Association 
Bob McKenzie 
P.O. Box 223542 
Cannel. CA 93922 
(831) 626-8636 
info@mcha.net 
bobmck@mbay.net 

Caiifornia Salmon and Steelhead 
Association 
Bob Baiocchi 
P.O. Box 1790 
Graeagle, CA 96103 
(530) 836-1115 
rbaiocchl@gotskv.com 

Planning and Conse(Vation League 
Jonas Minton 
1107 9th Street, Suite 360 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 719-4049 
jminton@pcl.org 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Christopher Keifer 
501 W. Ocean Blvd .• Suite 4470 
Long Beach. CA 90802 
(562) 950-4076 
christopher.keifer@noaa.gov 
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Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
Max Gomberg, Lead Analyst 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA94.1 02 
(415) 703-2056 
eau@cpuc.ca.gov 

City of Carmel-by-the-Sea 
Donald G. Freeman 
P.O. BoxCC 
Carmel~by-the-Sea. CA 93921. . . 
(831) 624-5339 ext. 11 

Pebble Beach Community Services 
District 
Michael·Niccum. District Engineer 
3101 Forrest Lake Rd. . 
Pebble Beach, CA 93953 
mniccum@pbcsd.org 

. California Department of Fish and Game 
Central Region . 
Dr. Jeffrey R. Single, Regional Manager 
1234 E. Shaw Avenue 
Fresno, CA 93710 

Monterey County Water Resources 
Agency 
Curtis V. Weeks, General Manager 
893 Blanco Circle 
Salinas, CA. 93901-4455 
curtisweeks@co.monterey.ca.us 

The Honorable Dave Potter 
District 5 Supervisor 
County of the Monterey 
Monierey CourtholJse .. 
1200 Aguajito Road, Suite 1 
Monterey, CA 93940 
district5@co.monterev.ca.us 

The Honorabte Jane Parker. 
District 4 Supervisor 
2616 1st Avenue 

. Marina, CA 93933 
district4@co.monterey.ca.us 

·9 September.8. 2009· 

National Marine Fisheries S~rvice 
Southwest Region _. Santa 'Rosa Field 
Office 
John McKeon 
m Sonoma Ave. Rm 325 
Santa Rosa. CA 95404 
John.McKeon@NOAA.GOV 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management 
District" 

. ·-Kiisti Markey,,-Chair - Board ·of Directors 
5 Harris Court, Building G 
P.O. Box 85 
Monterey. CA 93942-0085 

. National Marine Fisheries Service 
Bill Stevens 
Natural Resource Management . 
Specialist 
777 Sonoma Avenue. Room 325 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-6528 . 
William.Stevens@nooa.gov 
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Arlene Tavani 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

More Correspondence 

Dave Stoldt 
Monday, November 19, 2012 8:12 AM 
Arlene T avani 
Henrietta Stern 
FW: September Ranch 

From: Richard Stott [mailto:rhstott@pacbell.net] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 4:25 PM 
To: Dave Stoldt 
Subj~: Septernber Ranch 
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RECEIVED 
NOV 192012 

I'd like to express my opposition to connecting SeptemberHanch toCalAm. September Ranch was approved on the 
condition that the project has it's own water supply. Since that has been determined to be the case, there is no need for a 
connection. We are short water on our peninsula, and the project should not be allowed to take water from the CalAm 
system. 

Dick Stott 

-Cal Ed Software 
4000 Rio Road #3 
Carmel, CA 93923 
voice: 831 2395521 
fax: 831 8865773 

1 
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November 18, 2012 

Dave Potier, Chair 
Board of Directors 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
P.O. Box 85 

. Monterey, CA 93942 

EIVED 
NOV 202012 

fV1PWMD 

SUBJECT: AGENDA ITEM 8: APPLICATION TO CREATE 
SEPTEMBER RANCH WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

Dear Chair Potter and Members of the Board: 

The Carmel VaUeyAssociation (CVA) recommends that a condition be 
added to the permit for the September Ranch Water Distribution System 
that requires the project be de-annexed from the Cal-Am water district. 
This is consistent with Special condition #30 requiring the caretaker unit 
and horse-water trough currently serVed by Cal:-Am be pennanentiy 
disconnected from the Cal-Am system. This condition wHl assure current 
CalwArn water users that the project will be served solely by water from the 
September Ranch Aquifer for the long-term. 

CVA's concern about water use goes bact to 1994 when the organization 
protested the annexation of the September Ranch property to the Cal-Am 
water district, citing water shortages for existing consumers. With the 
discovery of the September Ranch Aquifer, annexation to the Cal-Am water 
. . ..... 
district is no longer required to meet project water needs. 

Thank you far your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

IrJJ~ Yhf/&~ 
Mibs McCarthy . ( . 
President 

.. To preserve. proll!C{ and defend Jile nalilrui heuuty alUi resources oj'Cannei Vu/le)'" 
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Arlene Tavani 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Correspondence 

David J. Stoldt 

General Manager 

Dave Stoldt 
Sunday, November 18, 2012 2:58 PM 
Arlene Tavani 
Fwd: September Ranch water permit 

Monterey Peninsula Water j\,;1anagement District 

PO Box 85/5 Harris Court; Building G 
Monterey, CA 93940 

831.658.5651 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <schachtersj@comcast.net> 
Date: November 18, 2012 12:08:04 PM PST 
To: <dstoldt@mpwmd.dst.ca.us> 
Subject: September Ranch water permit 

Dear Mr Stoldt 

RECEIVED 
NOV 192012 

MPWMD 

I understand that the Board will be considering a water permit for September Ranch 
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in Carmel Valley at a meeting on Monday, November 19. If such a permit is allowed, I 
would strongly encourage the Board to direct CalAm to disconnect the entire Ranch 
projeCt from any CalAm connections, since they claim they have plenty of water on their 
own. If they run out of water, CalAm would be obligated to provide it after the fact if there 
are connections. This happened at CV Ranch after many promises that they would not 
need CalAm water. I am concerned that the development may eventually take water that 
they should not rightfully have. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 
Sandra Schachter 

. 74 Poppy Road 
Carmel Valley, CA93924 . 

1 



Arlene Tavani 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FlwUp: 
Perm: 

Dear Arlene, 

beachmuse@comcast.net 
Thursday, November 15, 20121:56 PM 
Arlene Tavani 
Cal-Am Water 

-1 
-1 
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RECEIVED 
NOV 152012 

MPWMD 

We live in Carmel Valley. We have lived here for 15 years. In that time we have had our ;,vater biils 
fluctuate Biightiy due to company coming for visits, excessively dry, hot vvsather, eic .. Our itvater bm 
usually runs a bit low. Our water bill this summer has been incredible. September up to 
$300.00!!!! We border Cal-Am's BIRP. A few years back they constructed a wall between our home 
and the water plant. A strip of their property is on our side of the fence. They supplied the irrigation 
hardware, plants and the water for this lengthy strip of landscaping. A couple years back the BIRP 
got a new manager. He told us that they would no longer supply the water for THEIR 
landscaping. We have maintained and repaired their landscaping all these years and there was an 
agreement, verbal yes, but still an agreement that they would supply the water for this 
landscaping ... they even offered us free water at that time! Something needs to be done as to how 

. Cal-Am conducts business. They are running rough-shod over people and getting away with it. This 
water plant in the middle of our neighborhood is a bloody nightmare. They can start projects without 
warning that are horribly noisy and polluting and vibrate our homes. We need your help in 
straightening them out. We need Cal-Am to stop price-gouging. Thank you for your attention to this 
matter, 

Sincerely, 
Liz Gerritsen 

1 





RECEIVED 
. November 6, 2012 NOV 1 32D12 

Mayor: 
CHUCK DELLA SALA 

COllncilmembers: 
LIBBY DOWNEY 
JEFF HAFERMAN 
NANCY SELFRIDGE 
FRANK SOLLECITO 

City Manager: 
FRED MEURER 

Stephanie Pintar 
Water Demand· Manager 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
5 Harris Court, Bldg. G 
Monterey, CA 93940 

RE:· .. Notice of Intent to Adopt a Negative Declaration - MPWMD Ordinance No. 

155cS~ .;A~. ' 

rinta~1t' ~ 
Thank you for notifying the City of Monterey of the Monterey Peninsula Water 
Management District's intent to adopt a.negative declaration for MPWMD 
Ordinance No. 155. We have reviewed the document and concur with the 
District's findings and believe that a negative declaration is appropriate. Further, 
the City of Monterey fully supports the District's efforts to modify this important 
language to clarify time limits and expiration policies as they relate to 
Redevelopment Project Sites. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

~ur~e~r----------
City Manager 

. . '. .~ 

" ... " .. ', 

". . ~.,.": ~ .. 

'.". : 

. : l;" \~~ ; :". 

..... : .. :;.,; ::···~···f.~.: ... ~.~. 
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CITY HALL • MONTEREY • CALIFORNIA • 93940 • 831.646.3760 • FAX 831.646.3793 
Web Site' htlp:/Iwww.monterey.org 
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